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I. INTRODUCTION
 
The Analytical Case Study
 
The Analytical Case Etudy of the Korean Educational Development
 
Institute was undertaken by the American Association of Colleges
 
for Teacher Education in cooperation with the University of Pitts­
burgh in July, 1975. Two contractual arrangements with the United
 
States Agency for International Development provide the authoriza­
tion and the financial support for the project.
 
The initial contract, dated June 30, 1975, stated that the
 
contractor will in the course of this study document the development
 
of KEDI, assess its progress, and provide consultative resources for
 
the continued development of KEDI and its operations.
 
The second contract, dated April 1, i977, stated that the 
analytical case study was to be extended until August 31, 1978. 
During this period of time, the contractor is to complete the study, 
to develop an evaluation model which KEDI carn use for continuous 
study and assessment o, its educational reform programs, and to indi­
cate the applicability of the KEDI model to other countries initiat­
ing similar reforn efforts. 
It has been ulnder,;tood throuqhout the project that the project 
would involve stiff from AACTE, the University of Pittsburgh, arid 
other institutions v; well as Korean educators both as tem members 
and consul tnts 
Korean Educational Development Institute
 
The Korean Educational Development Institute, founded in 1972
 
by the Ministry of Education as its external research and development
 
component, is an 
independent, autonomous, and government-funded
 
educational research and development center. 
 Its primary mission at
 
the present time is "to undertake comprehensive and systematic reform
 
programs for the schools in Korea." 
 However, once KEDI came into
 
existence, the Ministry of Education and the nation looked to KEDI to 
assume a broader and more comprehensive role in Korean educational
 
research and development Thus, in the few short years of its exist­
ence, KEDI has assumed ti::ponsibility not only for the Elementary-

Middle School Development Project which focused on 
the primary mission
 
of comprehensive and systematic reformi of Korean education in the
 
first nine grades of the schools, but also for a number of other sig­
nificant educational areas of concern. Included amonq these are the 
following: population education, air and correspondence )tudies at 
the secondary school level, teacher training research, industrial arts 
and skill learning, long range educational planning, Saemaul education 
(New Coinunity Xovetrent), informal and non-formal education programs, 
instructional and eduicational radio ind television, women's studies, 
and educational policy studies. With the assumption of these si(]nifi­
cant tasks, KED! has emerged as a major force for educational change 
in Korea. 
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Purposes of the Analytical Case Study
 
In view of the significant role which KEDI has assumed in the
 
field of education, its progress and accomplishments are of consider­
able interest and concern to many individuals and groups in Korea
 
- the Ministry of Education, universities and colleges, administrators
 
and teachers in the public and private schools, the education com­
munity generally, the national government, and the public. In addi­
tion, the U.S. Agency for International Development, in view of its
 
close relationships and involve,-,ent with KEDI since its founding,
 
is particularly concerned about the role of the Analytical Case
 
Study in assessing KEDI's progress and providing consultative resources
 
for its continued development. Further, it is believed that the inter­
national community of educators in both developed and developing nations
 
will find useful a careful and detailed documentation of a major edu­
cational reform effort which may have implications far beyond the
 
borders of Korea.
 
Initial Pr2iect Tasks
 
Prior to the formal undertaking of the case study by a team of
 
educators from the United States and Korea, tho team leader, Dr. Paul H. 
Masoner, comipletd 4.wo pl- ninlo docurmnnts on the basis of on-site visits 
to 'EDI ,..rfe,-,ces withj KEDI Itaff, ud discu% ions wi th eXternal 
educ itional l,,Ier' and with AID ',taff. These two reports, which serve 
as a btas i for ?hc' [0,1),1* . ,i n ' nd it,; devo!lopr-nt, i r, 
RI?t U'c.1 ir,I i,, ry Pl, innri Proi,,ct Ior an Analyt.ical 
Ca-e . ?( ?. ,' r,,n i . ?.lonal .'v''y !dvtlt itut , 
Apl:ri * I P:ll' 
21'111 1 nj I o a?.o Ini titl To'wi/Con',tin.,i V -.It to 
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First Interim Report
 
In November of 1975, the Analytical Case Study Team began the
 
comprehensive study of the Korean Educational Development Institute
 
during a three-week period of residence in Korea. Included in the
 
team were five educator, from the United States and two educators
 
from Korea. In addition, a consultant group which provided assist­
ance and support to the team included one educator from the United
 
States and four educators from Korea.
 
The outcome of the initial team study has been reported in a 
221 page publication entitled First Interim.Report: Analytical Case 
Study of the Korean Educational Development Institute (1976). 
Second Interim Report
 
Durino June - July of 1976, the Analytical Case Study Tear, 
continued its comprehensive study of KEDI during a second three-week 
period of residence i, Korea. Team members contioued to focus their 
attention on certain major concerns: KEDI organization, management, 
operations, the Elemntary-Middle School Developmert Project; instruc­
tional and educational radio and television; and the expanding role of 
KEDI. Along with this focus on substantive responsibilities of KEDI, 
the team continued to look at KEDI's deve lcpnven t v-; an institutional 
entity on tho Korean educational sce,,Thi; proces; si described in 
the First Int.,,-rr p thi' heidin "g.riteriin successr rt ulndr of 
categories .
 
Tho ropor" . (t tho t..,vti i,,ir l doj'd ill 1 23 pa)&' vollilre, the 
Second In!trP Poirt.: Ao l fi,.il , 'mtuy of the Kor:an Educational 
Devoelopnt In-ttute (1977). 
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Third Interim Report
 
During June - July of 1977, the Analytical Case Study Team again
 
spent a period of residence in Korea in a continuation of its compre­
hensive study of KEDI. Once again the major focus of the study in­
cluded such areas of importance as: (1)organization, management,
 
and operations; (2)the lementary-middle school development project;
 
(3)teacher education; (4)educational broadcasting; (5)tle expand­
ing role of KEDI; (6)a plan for self-assessment.
 
As in the past, a primary concern of the team was the continued
 
progress of the Elementary-Middle School Development Project. This
 
project, designed to accomplish a hiajor and comprehensive educational
 
reform of the elementary and middle schools of the Korean nation,
 
represented the initial assignment of KEDI at tile time of its inception
 
and continues to be its major task. The team was especially concerned
 
about the outcomes of the comprehensive demonstrations, about changes
 
that have occurred in the project goals and purposes and the reasons
 
for such changes, about the effectiveness of the KEDI educational
 
system and the educational materials developed for use in the system.
 
A focus of concern were the technical difficulties that T-Com had 
encountered and the inability of K[DI to develop any significant 
research data conc.;rninq the use of both radio and television in 
the small scale tryouts or the comprehensive demons tra t iois 
As in past team visits to KEDI, oun imlphasis was placed on the 
consultative rolo of th, teow in prvi(inq assi ;tLan:e to K[DI adminis­
tration ind -t.iff. Durinq tn .,ntir (,)ur";e of th! stay in Korea. 
team mmerbers in thei r individual discusins di th idmini;tr tiin and 
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profezsional staff offered consultative advice and suggestions. In
 
addition, at a final briefing just prior to departure, the team as a
 
whole presented an oral rcport which included team findings and team
 
recommendations. Prior to the publication of this report, draft
 
copies were ma , available to KEDI for the review and use.
 
The report of the team is included in this current volume,
 
the Third Interim Report: Analytical Case Study of the Korean
 
Educational Development Institute (1978).
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External Conferences
 
During both the first and second periods of residence in Korea,
 
the case study team conferred with a number of key individuals external
 
to KEDI - officials of the Ministry of Education; personnel of other 
government organizations; administration and faculty from universities,
 
technical institutes, and junior teacher colleges; staff of private
 
research institutions; and administration and staff of the public
 
schools including provincial boards of education. These conferences
 
were undertaken to identify the nature of the relationships that KEDI
 
had developed with various relevant external groups. Further, efforts
 
were made to determine the perceptions of KEDI held by these external
 
entities.
 
Obviously, close working relationships and favorable perceptions
 
of KEDI were and are important to the successful achievement of its
 
role in the improvement of education in Korea.
 
During the third period of residence inKorea, the team continued
 
Its efforts to talk with leaders in the education cortwnuity of Korea.
 
Conferences were held with many leaders - from the Ministry of Education, 
the universities, the junior colleges of education, professional educa­
tion organizations, international organizations, business and industrial 
leaders, and others. A list of important conferences isprovided below. 
It should he noted that this list does riot include the many conferences 
held with KEDI administration and staff. 
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CONFERENCES/DISCUSSIONS/OBSERVATIONS
 
BY MEMBERS OF A.C.S. TEAM
 
June 18 - July 5, 1977
 
Date 	 ORGANIZATION/iINSTITUTION/PURPOSE 

June 22 	 USAID,'Korea 

To discuss project update and to
 
review developments in KEDI during
 
past 12 months
 
June 24 -	 Seoul National University* 
July 2 

To discuss KEDI developments and to 

review KEDI relationships with univ-

ersities 

*Independent consultations
 
June 23 	 Korean Institute for Research in the 

Behavioral Sciences 

To discuss KIRBS-KEDI relationships
 
and to review KIRBS activities
 
June 24 	 National Institute of Education 

To discuss NIE activities and NIE-

KEDI relationships 
June 24 	 Ajou Institute of TechnoloQv 
To review KEDI activities and to 
discuss KEDI relationships 	 in 
higher education 
June 24 	 Korean Federation of Teachers 

To discuss KEDI-KFI relationships 

and possible future cooperative 

projects
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Persons visited
 
Dr. Mary Neville
 
Dr. Bom Mo Chung
 
Dr. Sang Joo Lee
 
Dr. Jongchol Kim
 
Dr. Yoon Tai Chung
 
Dr. Dong Suh Park
 
Dr. Sun Jin Lee,
 
Director
 
Dr. Song Kyu Lee,
 
Director
 
Dr. Hahn-Been Lee,
 
President
 
Dr. Woo-Shik Park, 
Secretary General 
Dr. Soon Bun Hong, 
Research Director 
'::' ,..............................i i 	44ii! i!,4 ! 44ii"I 4 ,:=;:= ,
i~!!'~: !:i:! 	 .444 
MiisrJune ~~i 	25 LE of"Edcaio Mr.2z K. KChn 
p
tetbo 	 deeomn Gen ral dc...... n... 
........ .. .... 4' .	 ..... '.4
i!:*i:: . ..  . ... .~KED I4444 ........... 

,,~on '
 SO: L
June 35 	 Ministry of 
7i
Education Mr. San Quk hang

Tevie curcuu r e~lentrfo;,p~m AsoiteDa
 
. . .. ..... i. ,::
....  . ..4 ,, .. 4 	 :.4. o KdicI EI-O reainhpTetok 	 mpl1nKEDl~~~~~pogram W :alril ta 
Jn293 Wa futue joint ctities r. Jaeg uleeKim 
,June128 Unite Natlsion Fun:dO fort Popa tint, D. Richardoore, 
4..44.4 44 e~~~ispeiautioy in relationhi to ;DrctrBrauo
.... 4 	 .. n ,..... ........ 
in-ervicedeaelreut io and4G~e~'Euat~~" 4
 
mei pesone tranin
 
JulI UNCFor 	 Soon Km 
To reiecuK rriculu frs elemen trooiaeDa 
UNIschooltachs and poto di sc l 
the liion nEedtonalimp ofe 
c n 	o ftur ro' DirectontBuru 
Team~:visit
torel
primary schoolso
toereiewand d r csgKDreoei rersettie
 
July 2 UNESCO National Commission Mr. Hyo Kin Cho, Chief 
Planning and Research
 
To discuss KEDI role in terms of
 
UNESCO plans and priorities
 
July 4 Dae Woo Industries Dr. Duk-Choong Kim
 
I President
 
To discuss KEDI role in 
development of employees for
 
industry and to review ICET World
 
Assembly
 
Team/Consultant Membership 
Members of the team involved in the June - July, 1977 study were as 
follows:
 
Dr. John 0. Bolvin
 
Associate Dean and
 
Professor of Educational Research
 
School of Education
 
University of Pittsburgh
 
Dr. William F. Grady
 
Professor and Chairman 
Divis 4 on of Educational Communications 
College of Education
 
Temple University
 
Dr. Ran Soo Kim 
Professor of rducation 
Graduate School of Education 
Yonsei University 
Dr. Sang J)o Loe 
Profres,;or of Fducation 
Colleg]e of Eduation 
Seoul National Univrsity
 
Dr. Betty "chant.
 
Assistant Cean and Professor of Education 
College of Fducaticn
 
Temple University
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Dr. Seth Spaulding

Professor of International and
 
Development Education
 
School of Education 
University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. Paul E. Watson
 
Professor of Education
 
Co-Director
 
University Center for International Studies
 
University of Pittsburgh
 
Dr. Paul H. Masoner (Team Leader)
 
University Professor of Education 
Dean Emeritus
 
School of Education
 
University of Pittsburgh
 
Consultants to the team included the following:
 
Dr. Bum Mo Chung
 
Professor
 
College of Education
 
Seoul National University
 
Mr. Woochul Kang
 
Professor
 
College of Education
 
Ewha Women's University
 
Dr. Jongchol Kim
 
Professor
 
College of Education
 
Seoul National University
 
Mr. Dong Chul Kim
 
Professor
 
College of Education
 
Ewha Women's University 
Dr. Hahn-Been Lee
 
President
 
AJou Institute of Technology
 
Dr. Dong Suh Park
 
Professor
 
Graduate School of Public Administration
 
Seoul National University
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II. ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT, AND OPERATIONS
 
A. Mission of KEDI
 
Previous interim reports have commented that the KEDI mission
 
While itmay not be necessary to
statements are appropriately broad. 

change those statements, itmay well be time to interpret them in
 
The prime reason for change in the study
reasonably specific terms. 

team's views on mission statements is as follows: Original statements
 
identify KEDI as a research and development operation, but recent events
 
suggest that KEDI may be expected to become heavily involved also in
 
production and dissemination activities.
 
KEDI now directs considerable resources, human and monetary, toward
 
the large scale production of mass media programs. In addition, it is
 
now being asked to assume the textbooks compilation function formerly
 
performed within the Ministry of Education. Even ifno further demands
 
for production and dissemination services are made and accepted by KEDI,
 
overshadow research and development activities.
those two may well 

It is therefore felt that a review of the mission of KEDI and an
 
interpretation of mission statements be made in order to clarify what
 
KEDI can and should be doing in the best interests of Korean education.
 
Provided that the process iswell defined, that appropriate
 
participation is assured, and that necessary time ismade available,
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the review and analysis of the mission statements could accomplish
 
the following:
 
1. Increase the interaction with Ministry of Education, teacher
 
education, university, and other institute personnel within a focused
 
framework.
 
2. Provide an opportunity for KEDI personnel to make a larger
 
contributio to the role and direction of KEDI.
 
3. Clarify expectations regarding KEDI's role within the total
 
education establishment of Korea.
 
4. Arrive at a new mission statement or interpre-tation which
 
would then be generally understood and would provide a framework for
 
appropriate response to demands and opportunities within a definition
 
of research and development.
 
It is suggested that a review of KEDI mission be made as soon as
 
possible and that an operationalized interpretation of mission state­
ments be made.
 
B. KEDI Organization
 
Formal Organization
 
Figure I shows the organization chart for KEDI for 1977. Itdoes
 
not represent much change from the chart shown in the Second Interim
 
Report. An Emergency Planning Section has been added to the Administra­
tion Bureau and an Arts and Graphics section to the Broadcasting Depart­
ment. Itdoes show differentiation, in the Pesearch and Development,
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Figure I. KEDI Organization Chart -- 1977 
[Board of Trusteesi 
President
 
I 	 Deputy 
President 
Planning &
 
Coordination Office
 
Research 
 Administration 	 IEducationalDevelopment 
 Bureau
,. Departrent 	 Broadcasting

Department
 
nistration 
-General Affairs Section]
 
IProperty Management Section

-' Research 	 Administrative Broadcasting

Office
Cjordinaticn 	 Council
(Teacher Training Research 
-Accounting Sectioni 	 OffcECouncil
Educaticnalecdal 	 Education Research Publication Section 
 ram 	Planning]
 
j%1liry Pesearc_ Iro 
Korean Language Education En'~rgency Planning Secton
dcaticResearch 	 ITV Production
 
IRlcyesearch 
IRadio ProductionSocial Studies Education 
 Radi_°____rduct
IE 	 l
Palic+,search 
 Ieengineering
Iiv Pe-:- arch I 
___________ 
_Mathematics Education 
 jArts and Graphics]
(Air 	Is Correspcnd-
-,_sea j: se~±rch 
 Science Education Research
 
,I+ tri"fl Arts Arts & Physical Education] 	 -- S 
-%c t,i, ,i Pese-1rch Research 
. lJd EnIvironmentI
 
tt,-+ct; cn R­
between Elementary-Middle School Project-related activities and
 
contract work.
 
In the Second Interim Report (Figure IV, p. 22) there was a
 
suggested chart which changed some linear relationships. The major
 
reason for the proposed structure was to clarify the relationship
 
of administrative units as service units to the research and pro­
grammatic operations of KEDI. The suggestion is here repeated that
 
the administrative units be pulled off the organization lines common
 
to program units and be made supporting offices to the appropriate
 
management personnel.
 
Depending upon the outcome of a review and analysis of KEDI
 
mission, formal structures will need to also undergo review. For
 
example, if radio and television programs, instructional materials
 
for the E-M Project, and involvement in textbook compilation go beyond
 
the research-development-research-redevelopmcnt-prototype stage of
 
strict adherence to a research and development model, KEDI may wish to
 
create clear structural differentiation for production and dissemination
 
functions.
 
Figure II shaqs changes within the Planning and Coordination Office 
since the Second Interim Report. Auditing and InspeCtion and Civil 
Defense Emergency sections have been dropped from the chart and their 
functions subsumed in remaining sections. 
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Figure II. Planning and Coordination Office -- 1977
 
PannPlanning & Coordination
 
i P l a n n iO° °f dc n g t & n -AmiitaieRuains 
Coordination
 
Office
 
Ma n a g e me
-Loan 
-- ublic Relations' 
Board of Trustees. Having now had nearly five years of experience,
 
KEDI should review the functions of the Board of Trustees to determine if 
the current make-up of the Board serves KEDI's purposes. Further, the
 
proposed review of the mission statements may have implications for the
 
Board's functions and its meffbership.
 
In many instances, Boards of Trustees are selected for one or more
 
of the following reasons:
 
1. To lend prestige to the organization in order to increase respect
 
for and visibility of the organization;
 
2. To recognize the iwportance of persons with large financial re­
sources or influ,,nce in financial or political circles in order to improve 
the probability of increasing organizational funds and/or Improving 
political relticnships. 
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3. To provide the organization with a continuing source of
 
professional advice and counsel.
 
KEDI may wish to deliberate about the mix and emphasis most compatible
 
with its current needs and future aspirations. Given KEDI's international
 
image, itmay wish to include, at last in ex oficio status, members from
 
influential international organizations and institutions.
 
It isrecognized that the Board of Trustees, for KEDI, is a quasi­
legal body, and itmay not be possible or desirable to make rapid or general
 
changes inmemberships. If that is the case, KEDI should consider creating
 
a kind of program policy advisory board, made up of influential professionals,
 
to serve the purpose noted in #3 above.
 
Current membership of the Board of Trustees is as follows:
 
Chairman:
 
San Duk Whang, Minister of Education
 
Trustees:
 
Kwang Deuk Koh, Vice Minister of Education
 
IlJae Park, Director, Bureau of Sei Shi, MOE
 
Sang Joon Kim, Director, Office of Supervisors, MOE
 
Sook Jono Lee, Member of National Assembly
 
Yung Dug Lee, President, KEDI
 
Hang Yung Lee, President, Hongik University
 
Tae Ho Choi, Principal, Kyung Ki Commercial High School
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Internal Structure. A continuing problem of organizations is how
 
to assure middle-level supervision and coordination without formally
 
elaborating the internal bureaucracy. A major problem has existed in
 
the Research and Development department because it was impossible for
 
the Director to give close supervision to the large number of projects
 
under his control. During the past year, a revised system (described
 
briefly in Chapter III) was instituted to overcome some of the problems
 
inherent in such a massive and complex operation. Itwill be important
 
that the new organizational-administrative plan be carefully monitored
 
to determine its effectiveness and the need for further modification.
 
However, with the added tasks and responsibilities growing out of the
 
textbook compilation responsibility transferred from MOE to KEDI, it is
 
apparent that a fundamental reorganization will be given consideration.
 
C. Management
 
In general this report iterates the comments in the Second Interim
 
Report relating to management and again focuses attention on the Office
 
of Planning and Coordination. The question must be raised as to the
 
function of the Office. Should OPC be charged with responsibility for
 
planning and coordinating or werely the coordination of efforts of 
various other KEDI units? At the present time OPC has neither the status 
nor sufficient staff and technical skills to do more than the latter. 
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It seems reasonable that most planning will indeed be conducted
 
by the professionals at department and project levels. Professionals
 
at those levels are more qualified to consider future directions of
 
areas inwhich they are concerned. The basic questiun is how to facili­
tate planning by professional-technical personnel and then to assure
 
that total organizational responses (structural, resource, management)
 
to departmental/project program planning are appropriate.
 
Among possible options for KEDI are:
 
1. Top management can help create more status for planning and
 
urge departmental and pruject heads to take on planning responsibilities.
 
In such a case, OPC could provide a courdinatirg function by monitoring
 
planning activities in che various units, by assisting inattaching
 
budgets to future plans, and by identifying conflicts in the use of
 
personnel or facilities.
 
2. OPC's planning capability can be upgraded by providing its
 
personnel with training in technical planning skills and by attaching
 
professionals from departments and projects to OPC for specific planning
 
purposes.
 
In any case, as was pointed out In the Secend interim RPeport, OPC 
deserves and requires policy attention and appropriate training if It 
is to serve a sericus planni ng function in KEDI. CPC pers cnnel need 
to be able to assist all KEDI units In their planninq and to influence 
-g
 
overall management policy and procedure. They need, then, to work
 
in such areas as goal setting, future technique applications, resource
 
needs analysis, and the like.
 
If a situation occurs in KEDI which is common to all educational
 
institutions and endemic to R and D centers, there will be increasing
 
tensions between bureaucratic and professional styles in programming,
 
planning, and budgeting. The bureaucracy tends to emphasize short-term
 
planning, budgeting as a strict control tool, and deadlines. The pro­
fessional tends to seek freedom and autonomy normally associated with 
academic life. That potential conflict may accelerate if KEDI becomes 
more involved with production and dissemination activities and less 
involved, at least inpersonnel and budget percentage ternms with research 
and developrrent. There isno need for concern on this point at iresent. 
It isnoted here to alert KEDI administration to the possibility of 
future problefts. 
Financial Pt, sources and Distribution 
Table I shows actual expenditures for 1976. Comparisons oT actual 
expenditures witn the 1976 Budget show the following differences by 
department (see Table II). 
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Table II
 
(In 1.00 Wzn) 
 Comparison of Budgeted and Actual Expenditures 
-- 1976 
Erenit:re Categcry or Department 

S 

: Czrdination 
Ec. -r:zas:ing Department 
Ec-44c-s: Trantz.ission 
4sManagerent 

int:erest Expense 

'
4i~c- eous Expense 

F
rze,-t 

Cci-tir ency Fund 

Debt Retirement 

Amount % over
Budgeted Actual 
 over Budget Budget
 
4,096.17 3,964.90 (131.27) 
 (3.20)
 
512.52 392.27 (120.25) (23.46)
 
* 9,400.88 3,404.29 (5,996.59) (63.79)
 
* 1,692.94 662.91 (1,030.03) (60.84)
 
* 2,184.40 1,510.95 (673.45) (30.83) 
4,048.95 2,845.66 (1,203.29) (29.71)
 
232.97 3,247.50 3,014.53 1,294.00
 
* 2,555.21 2,730.33 175.12 
235.61
 
4,506.56 4,506.56
 
29,466.21 23,265.38 (6,200.83) (21.04)
 
In 1976 Budget, "Property" was shown In Broadcasting, Transmission and Operations and Management.

report of actual expenditures, "Property" is lumped together as 
In
 
a category. Therefore, 1976 budgeted
amoLnt_ for "Property" have been removed from the departments and aggregated for comparison purposes. 
6.85 
less than was budgeted in 1976 with
Over all, KEDI spent about 21% 

the most dramatic differences being found in Broadcasting and Transmission
 
system to reach
departments. Apparently the inability of the technical 

KEDI depart­operational stages accounts for much of the difference in all 
ments. It might be useful, however, to make sure of how much the differ­
ences are accounted for by specific occurrences in order to verify or change 
the budget-making process.
 
The Miscellaneous Expense category shows that nearly thirteen times
 
One may assume that some of the unexpended
the anticipated amount was spent. 

amounts from other categories were diverted to miscellaneous use. But an
 
amount in excess of 300 million won must have been, at last for the most
 
Although 1976
part, chargeable to specific programs and offices in KEDI. 

may have been a very unusual year in terms of being unable to plan for ex­
a large amount for Miscellaneous
penditures, the 1977 budget also shows 

Thdt is a sharp departure from preceding year
Expenses (127,959,000 won). 

budgets.
 
Questions are: What are miscellaneous items? Can those expenditures
 
o zes? What are relation­be apprcpriately charged to existing programs and 

ships between miscellaneous u,,d coni. -2nn budgeting?
 
presents the 1977 Budget, Table IV summarizes operational
Table III 

costs, and Table V converts operational costs to percentages of total op­
craticnal budget.
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Indirect costs, in the 1976 Budget, were reported in the Second
 
Interim Report as 14.1% of total operating expenditures. Actual
 
expenditures for 1976 (see Table I supplied by KEDI) show that indirect
 
costs were approximately 25%. The difference is a product of the large
 
amount spelit in the miscellaneous category. Since that amount was not
 
identified with one or more programs, it had to be considered an in­
direct cost. Again, it is probable that most miscellaneous expenditures
 
can be accounted for within existing budget categories.
 
The 1977 budget projects an indirect cost percentage of 18% -- an 
increase of 4% over the 1976 budget projection. 
-25­
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Table III (continued) 
Personnel Other Total 
Educational Broadcasting Department
Broadcasting 
Property 
225,215 
-
606,593 
104,083 
831,808 
104,083 
Cept. Total 225,215 710,676 935,891 
Broadcasting Transmission 
Transmi ssi on 
T-COM 
Property 
94,905 
-
-
54,333 
139,233 
119,986 
149,238 
139,233 
119,986 
Total 94,905 313,552 408,457 
a 
Operaticns S Management 
Ad&rnistrati on 
Civil Defense Emergency 
Prope rty 
137,179 
6,131 
-
122,000 
2,099 
82,925 
259,259 
8,230 
82,925 
Total 143,310 207,104 350,414 
Planning & Ccordination Office 
Planning & Coordination 
Public Relations 
Library 
Books 
28,433 
6,738 
8,449 
-
6,743 
4,873 
1,372 
2,500 
35,176 
11,611 
9,821 
2,500 
Office Total 43,620 15,488 59,108 
Interest Expense 
Govern-ent Loan 
AID Loan 
EXIM BANK Loan 
- 48,500 
24,088 
235,961 
48,500 
24,088 
235,961 
Total Interest Expense 308,549 308,549 
Table III (continued) 
Debt Retire-ent -- Principal 
...X •SIN Loan 
Miscellareous Expenses 
Contingency Fund 
Personnel 
-
Other 
450,656 
127,959 
17,215 
Total 
450,656 
127,959 
17,215 
TOTAL KEDI BUDGET 812,317 2,712,984 3,525,301 
a 
1%) 
I 
Table IV 
KEDI Budget Sumnary-Operational Categories 
(In 1,000 Won) 1977 
Personnel Other Total 
Policy Studies 29,631 10,303 39,934 
Ccntract Projects 106,606 345,459 452,065 
E-! Proiect 
Fr.- . and 0 Departzent 169,030 206,023 375,053 
c- icnal Broadcasting Dept. 
Bro-dcasting Transmission 
Interest Expense 
225,215 
94,905 
--
710,676 
313,552 
308,549 
935,891 
408,457 
308,549 
Total E-0 Project 489,150 1,538,800 2,G27,950 
Total Direct Program Costs 625,387 1,894,562 2,519,949 
Plannin. .:rd Coordination 43,620 15,488 59,108 
COerati c-.s nrd Management 143,310 207,104 350,414 
Xiscellareous Expense 
-- 127,959 127,959 
Contin;ency Fund 
-- 17,215 17,215 
Total Indirect Costs 186,930 367,766 554,696 
Total Operating Expenses 812,317 2,262,328 3,074,645 
Dett Retir-ernt: (Proof Check) Principal 
-- 450v656 450,656 
Total KEDI Budget 1977 812,317 2,712,984 3,525,301 
Table V 
KEDI Operating Expenditures -- Operational Category Percentages 
1977 
Direct Costs Indirect Costs Total 
j 
Policy Studies 
Contract Projects 
E-' . Project 
Planninc and Coordination 
C.:e !aticr; and Management 
Xiscellaneous Expenses 
Ccntinercy Fund 
1.58 
17.94 
80.48 
10.66 
63.17 
23.07 
3.10 
1.30 
14.70 
65.96 
1.92 
11 40 
4.16 
.56 
% Direct Costs of Total Operational Expenses 
I Indirect Costs of Total Operational Expenses 
100.00 100.00 100.00 
81.96 
18.04 
100.00 
Human Resources
 
Figure 2 presents a complete list of KEDI personnel, since 1972,
 
who have participated in professional development activities abroad. It
 
is a most impressive list. Among those who have had such experiences
 
under KEDI auspices, 15 have left KEDI. Of those 15, three have gone to
 
private firms and seven to Korean universities, one has emmigrated, and
 
four have unreported destinations. Considering the pressure of competi­
tion for resources and the market for trained people, that is a remark­
able record of personnel retention.
 
If the KEDI mission continues to evolve toward production and dissemi­
nation tasks, human resource.needs may be met by the kind of bright, hard­
working, and competent young people now involved. How long such people
 
will be content to serve in the task roles available to them may be quite
 
another matter. Indeed, the danger of their tiring of the tasks is
 
accompanied by the danger that they may become fixed in place professionally
 
and psychologically -- and therefore less useful in an R and 0 setting.
 
Following up on previous interim reports, it is suggested that KEDI
 
develop two strategies for human resource utilization and development:
 
supplemental resource involvement and professioncl growth training. The
 
two strategies will, of course, overlap and interwine, but each will re­
quire separate policy and procedural treatment.
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Supplemental Resource Involvement could contain the following
 
elements:
 
1. Developing procedures and agreements for seconding university
 
professors of senior status to KEDI to direct specific major research
 
projects;
 
2. Direct involvement of the Ministry of Education and teacher
 
training institutions in research and production activities for
 
specified periods of time;
 
3. Creation of some mechanism such as that used at the Korean
 
Development Institute to establish and involve KEDI "fellows" or
 
"associates" with clearly defined privileges and responsibilities;
 
4. Developing procedures for subcontracting specitic research
 
and production tasks to other institutes or institutions.
 
Professional Growth and Training strategies could include the
 
following, given the implementation of some of the items above:
 
1. Developing procedures for seconding KEDI personnel to
 
universities, institutes, for -esearch, management, production, or
 
study activities;
 
2. Provision of time for project-type work with colleagues from
 
the Ministry and other agencies;
 
3. Building a need-for-training in much the same way KEDI builds
 
budgets -- starting by department or office, and constructing a KEDI-wide
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program for in-service training within the inevitable financial
 
and time constraints.
 
It is quite possible, and even natural, that these sugges­
tions be perceived as impractical given the heavy demands upon
 
KEDI for services. Obviously the Ministry of Education looks more
 
and more to KEDI as a problem-solver, and tasks thus created must
 
be done. But KEDI, if it is to continue to respond to needs and to
 
also be on the growing edge of education in Korea, has no alterna­
tive but to assure the availability of responsive and inventive
 
human resources. Therefore, involvement of an expanded talent pool,
 
and the continuous growth among KEDI personnel are not only practical
 
efforts; they are imperatives!
 
It is recognized that some of the suggestions, such as the
 
seconding procedure, may De very difficult to implement, in part
 
because there exist government regulations and inter-institutional
 
perceptions which discourage any but consultant type relationships.
 
However, a proposal could be made to the government to clear the
 
way for appropriate arrangements. One alternative for KEDI is a
 
ballooning personnel roster and a concommitant preoccupation with
 
day-to-day management.
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D. External Relations
 
Relationships between KEDI and MOE continue to be very good at
 
top levels. As has been suggested, MOE clearly sees KEDI as an ef­
fective organization and one on which great expectations may be
 
placed. While it is professionally rewarding to be perceived as
 
effective, continued profit from such perceptions depends almost
 
entirely upon the degree to which KEDI and MOE agree upon and live
 
with KEDI's mission.
 
It might be argued that KEDI does not exist inorder to ease
 
the burden of the MOE but to increase that burden. If KEDI performs
 
R and D functions and the results are educationally persuasive, then
 
it is up to the MOE to do the policy and system-wide diffusion work.
 
Unless KEDI's limited resources have limited focus, then it becomes
 
something both more and iess than an R and D operation, and ultimately
 
more and more like a ministry of education.
 
With MOE, then, it is not only important that "good" relations
 
exist, but also that "clear" functional relationships exist. Again,
 
statements under the KEDI mission section of this report should be
 
given consideration.
 
In terms of other relationships, there is the question of how
 
much autonomy is necessary to attract and hold high level professionals
 
and to permit research generated from within KEDI. Obviously, KEDI's
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autonomy will be limited by its setting. Nevertheless, it could
 
decide to aggressively seek private, nongovernmental sponsors in
 
order to lessen reliance upon MOE and pemit the performance of
 
KEDI-initiated R and D activity.
 
In order to be attractive to nongovernmental sponsorship, it
 
may be that KEDI should design some basic research projects in
 
teaching, learning, administration, and the like; perhaps utiliz­
ing pieces of the Supplementary Resource Involvement strategy dis­
cussed above. Inexternal relationship terms, such activity would
 
enhance KEDI's reputation among university scholars, help achieve
 
status such as that enjoyed by KDI, and emphasize the long-term
 
significance of KEDI.
 
KEDI has made particular efforts over the past year to relate to
 
various groups. Among those efforts are the following:
 
1. Public hearings to survey opinion on appropriate policy in
 
reference to school repeaters;
 
2. International conference on curriculum development attended
 
by representatives from Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, and Sri Lanka!
 
3. A conference on the diffusion of innovations involving the 
administrators of provincial boards of education and pilot school
 
principals;
 
4. A nine-day symposium, co-sponsored with the National Economic
 
Association, attended by scholars, journalists, and businessmen to dis­
cuss educational policy; 
5. A seminar on diffusion and teacher training involving deans of 13
 
teachers colleges, 14OE personnel, KFEA representatives, and KEDI researchers.
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III. The Elementary-Middle School Development Project
 
A. Introduction
 
The purpose of this report on the growth and development of the
 
E-M Project is to provide KEDI, USAID, and others an analysis of activi­
ties for the period July, 1976 to July, 1977. In the spirit of an
 
analytic case study no attempt ismade to document all detailed happen­
ings nor to repeat indetail information reported in other documents.
 
The highlights for this report are grouped under: (1)accomplishments,
 
(2)observations and reactions and (3)commentary on staff of the E-M
 
Project. An attempt ismade throughout to relate the commentary to the
 
basic goals and purposes of the E-M Project.
 
B. Accomplishments
 
The accomplishments of the E-M Project are directly related to the
 
continued growth and maturity of the parent organization, KEDI. The
 
Korean Educational Development Institute has grown in scope and in depth
 
and is receiving wider acceptance as a research and development insti­
tute by all levels ot government, by professional educators and by
 
educationally related organizations and agencies. The E-M Project, as 
the first and ;till the major project in KDI, has been an integral 
part of this growth throwgh its progre;s aind activities. 
Prior to di<:,;cri ptI(on of th', 'pic'ifi c ciccompl i;hments of the E-M 
Project rention diould h H idir of ormmi ational chinv, which has been a 
facil i tater and indi rect contributor to the [-M Project accompl ishments. 
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In the Second Interim Report there was a discussion of a revised 
organizational system for the E-M Project. This revised system was 
instituted to improve communication, facilitate development, and 
increase the efficiency of the operations. During the past year 
this new orgaiization has been refined and has thus improved the 
internal operations of the project. The functions of the various 
offices have been more clearly defined, and individuals in different 
offices now have a better perception of what to expect from each 
other. It should be noted that, although there is greater clarity 
of the functions and descriptions of who is responsible for what, 
there is still a degree of flexibility built into the structure so 
as not to I niit or constrict the developmental activities. The cur­
rent mix of structure and flexibility appears to meet the needs of 
the project. Since any organizational scheme isonly as good as the 
people who make it function, the current effectiveness of this scheme 
is a credit to the leadership team of the E-M Project. 
During this year the E-M Project staff successfully completed the 
second comprehensive demonstration and are midway through the third 
comprehensive demonstration. The results of the second demonstration 
indicate a consistent growth in acheivement in all subjects within the 
third, fourth, and fifth gIrades. In comparisons between the demonstra­
tion schools and the rpffcrenc(; or control schools the results show that 
the demonstration ,chools have, on the ,vwyraqe, hi(ihe.r achievenent and 
that i arler percvrnt aqe of sti- nt , in the lmons tration ;chool ; are 
achieving the esta)l ished mastery level. Also, of si(iniflcant note, the 
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results would seem to indicate that the achievement of the students in
 
the rural areas has increased proportionately more than those in the
 
large urban communities.
 
Since both improved achievement of all students and a reduction in
 
the achievement gap between the urban and rural areas are major objec­
tives of the E-M Project, the results of the second demonstration indi­
cate that the KEDI system is having the desired impact upon the schools.
 
In addition to achievement measures the E-M staff also attempted
 
to assess: attitudes toward the KEDI system by principals, teachers
 
and district supervisors; study habits of students; student self-concepts;
 
and student attitudes toward learning. In terms of student self-concept
 
and student attitudes, no significant differences were found between the 
demonstra:tion schools arid the reference schools. However, teachers, 
principals, and supervisors in the demonstration schools showed favorable 
attitudes toward the KEDT educational system. 
Another accomplishment of the E-M Project staff is the completion of 
the first small scale tryout of the KEDI system in the middle school. Units 
in Science and [nglish Lanjuage desirned to incorporate the total KEDI sys­
tem were tested in two -iddle schools, on in Seoul and on(, In Inchon. 
Materials fo)r this tryout included prototype teacher qnjides;, student work­
books , in d hrr,,dcx; t irnq units of 5 1TV proqr,-im-, ind 3 1R pro9)ra1s. Three 
ITV pro(ir ims ind two I R pro(IraiTs we ro' t or En;li sh LarnquLJvJ, two ITV for 
Science ,ind one IR for S:ience. In aodit ion to the vari ous materlals, the 
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classroom management system and the teacher training system were
 
incorporated in the tryout. The results of this tryout have provided
 
KEDI with valuable information on the adaptatio, of the KEDI system
 
to the middle school.
 
Also, during the past year, the E-M Project staff has completed
 
work on the curriculum, student guides, and teacher guides for the
 
sixth grade, and work is either in progress or completed on the cur­
riculum and student and teacher guides for the second grade. The
 
curriculum and materials for the sixth grade students are being
 
utilized in the third comprehensive demonstration now under way. From
 
informal feedback from teachers the content and quality of the KEDI
 
developed materidls for the sixth grade is excellent. The quality of
 
these materials reflect the careful planning procedures now in opera­
tion, as well as the improved skills and abilities of the developers
 
that experience generates. 
Related to the materials development completed during this year is 
the work of the Social Studies team in their development and field testing 
of a prototype social studies text book unit. Their work clearly indi­
cdtes the sound substantive knowledge and the creative abilities of the 
E-M Project staff. This unit, which ,,ncompassed the textbook and much 
of studernt ,uide -idaterial- in onw volume, should provide valuiabl e informa­
tion to K.FDI on co t%, 1ml nitation- of production, ,S!tu -rit and teachver 
opir,'n taCceptarlco.. rid o ther rl.a ted 'nv t ters. Proto tyoi- do'vt I ";uch v this 
must b, a contLinued Involv men t of KEDI ird th,! F14 taff in partictilar. 
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Yet another accomplishment of the staff has been their involvemIent
 
inthe Newsletter that goes to he demonstration and cooperating schools.
 
The emphasis of this newslette on helping the teachers to improve their
 
teaching has necessitated the Involvement of nearly every staff member
 
on the E-M Project. The time and effort devoted to this endeavor seem.
 
______- to .be -appreci ated -by -the-teachers -and- principal sinn-theiad Rlte 
to this task was the publication'by KEDI of the results of local research 
carried out by the various research responsible teachers and inone case 
by agroup of schools working cooperatively with aJunior Teachers 
College. This latter report titled, Field Studies on Implementation of 
the New Educational System, includes various studies on achievement, 
attitudes and student study habits. Studies such as these should be 
encouraged by KEDI and included as an on-going activity.
 
Still another accomplishment of. the E-M staff has been their involve­
ment in37 additional cooperating schools for the third demonstration. 
With the addition of these schools, KEKI now services over 179,000 students 
and 3,093 teachers in16 demonstration schools and in179 cooperating 
schools. For these schools KEDI has provided teacher training, coordinated 
the printing and distribution of the materials, and serviced the schools 
through a variety of ways. Considering the size of the E-N staff, this 
must be considered a major achievement. 
Another accomplishment, though not of the same type of those mentioned 
above, is the apparent change in verbal references to the ICEDI system. A 
year ago most teachers and principals and even some KEDI staff spoke of the 
materials as though these are the KEDI system. This year, however, a 
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change has occurred. Teachers and principals with whom team members
 
spoke seem to recognize that the materials are a reflection of the
 
system and not the system itself. All of the KEDI staff seem to recog­
nize this factor.
 
In addition to the many accomplishments of the E-M Project, the
 
staff has continued to serve in a supporting role to many of the other
 
activities of KEDI. During this year the number of visitors to KEDI,
 
both Korean and international, has continued to grow. The E-M staff
 
has participated in some way in the activities of most of these visitors.
 
In addition, the staff has been heavily involved in the programs designed
 
for local school personnel, including teachers, principals, vice principals,
 
and supervisors. In all, more than 1,000 educators and future educators
 
have benefitted from the lectures and discussions provided by KEDI. Closely
 
related to this activity are the more formal professional seminars and work­
shops provided to teachers, administrators, and supervisors to acquaint
 
them with the KEDI instructional system. The time and effort devoted to
 
these activities will undoubtedly facilitate KEDI's work in the future.
 
One significant development that reflects the government acceptance of
 
KEDI as well as the recognition of KEDI as a viable R and D institute by
 
many professional educators is the current decision by MOE to have KEDI
 
take over the responsibilities for the compilation of textbooks for the 
elementary and ,econdary schools. The Korea Tfives, Sunday, July 3, 1977, 
repo rted 
the 
The Korf-an 
compIlaition 
[,I
of 
uc,itional1 [)eve 
tetxtbooks for 
1o1,fnrv t In'.titute 
the prlma ry and 
will take 
w,(:ondary 
over 
school, from the 41Mn1-try of Education at the beginninq of 
the 1979 academic year, mlni.try sources said yesterday. 
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The KEDI, braintrust of the ministry, will be responsible
 
for the planning, selecting writers, copy reading and
 
editing of the proposed textbook manuscripts, according
 
to the sources.
 
During the past few months the staff of the E-M Project has
 
devoted considerable amounts of time to developing plans and procedures
 
in preparation for this new venture. Members of the E-M evaluation
 
staff have been analyzing the curricula, existing textbooks, and other
 
supportive materials to detemrine the magnitude of the tasks. Members
 
of the E-M subject matter teams have been involved in curriculum 
analysis and content specifications, and some members have begun to 
assemble sample textbooks and supplementary materials to determine 
the feasibility of includinq in the proposed textbooks portions of
 
materials similar to what now appears in the KEDI student guides. This 
potential involvement of KEDI in textbooks revisions and eventual cur­
riculum development ind revision is essential if KEDI is to achieve 
its long term (ioals for educational innovation and i mprovemient in Korea. 
There are of course other accmi)l ishnrents and irmportant involvements 
of the _-M ProiJect staff that ,:ould be n ti one(j. iHcwe vr, the itte:ipt 
here Is to give 4 broad perspective to tho efforts of the E-M staff and 
to give the reader a sense of the scope and achieve!nents of such project. 
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C. Observations and Reactions
 
The purpose of this section is to examine more carefully some of
 
the important tasks and happenings that involve the E-M Project and to
 
provide some observations and suggestions related to these. The in­
stances singled out to be reported on at this time relate to KEDI's
 
progress toward the achievement of the major goals and purposes as
 
well as the projected specific goals of the E-M Project for the next
 
year or two.
 
The plan for and the eventual data collection and analysis from the
 
Involvement in the second demonstration is in keeping with the proposed
 
system of evaluation for the E-4 Project. The data collected and analy­
zed serioiisly attempts to address the stated "Payoff Goals" specified
 
by the KEDI plan. (See First Interim Report, Analytical Case Study of
 
the Korean Educational Dt;velopment Institute, AACTE, 1976.) The planned
 
report on the findinqs of the second demonstration is comprehensive and 
sound and should be of interest to many researchers involved in change 
projects throuqhout the world. 
In addition to the planned project use of the data on the second
 
demonstration, there are several other uses for these data that should 
be considered by the YEDI researchers. First of all, these data should 
become p.art of a continuinq pool of Info .itIon tha t can .erve ,,s base 
11n or ,enr.h .rk dat,i f(or lontlitudinal .naly,.,;. To .vrve a,; such. 
thrle int.t be a .:one1.toncy In tht, a,,essmtent instruments to provide 
valid comiparlsons. 
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Further, there are interesting research questions that grow out of
 
a review of the data, such as:
 
1. What are the possible explanations for the continued rise in
 
achievement scores evidenced by the reference or control groups?
 
2. What di~ference is there in performance of teachers who have
 
had one and two years experience with the KEDI model? 
3. What difference is there between KEDI schools that incorporate 
various aspects of the management system? 
In this regard, one research study conducted during the second 
demonstration should be of special interest to the researchers in the E-M 
Project. This study, The Relative Importance of Selected Variables in 
the New Educational System in Terms of Class Achievement, looked at such 
variables as the degree of implementation of tile instructional model by 
the teacher, the emphasis given by tho teacher to the higher level thought 
process, use of instructional radio in the classroom, and eight others. 
The results obtained in this one study are not only important for current 
project use but should help ra ,e similar questions and related question.( 
for further research. 
The work of tho curriculum develotrent stalf has continued to improve. 
Both a review of se of the ne-wly developed materials as well as a cons id­
eration of thi typ)es of ro ivis oinrl b oil( i'(d0 in the pre;viou-,ly ,J-ed !aterials 
support th , l iof. As w,, noted ,earl ir, sev,.rl of the t! achr' hew 
coryuTen ted oil th,, i!1.)rOv,:, quIi ty 0t the materi als, e ipcI lly those de­
si jnd for ttv, sixth gIraders. 
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In its efforts to continuously improve the quality of the
 
materials provided to the students and the teachers, KEDI has made
 
continued use of university scholars and provincial research
 
specialists, and has involved teachers in the participating schools
 
both as paid consultants and interested reactors in the KEDI review
 
process. The active involvement of all of these persons is essential
 
for continuous feedback to the subject matter specialists. If any­
thing should be considered for possible change in the current proce­
dures, itwould be a return to the principle of small scale tryouts
 
of prototype materials in each subject area with a few students. There
 
are many small elements related to student use that can only be examined
 
by testing the materials with the proposed users before large scale
 
printing and dissemination.
 
During the past year KEDI has moved ahead very well in the involve­
ment of teachers and other professionals in the developmental work of
 
the E-M Project. Several of these activities have been mentioned above,
 
including the Newsletter, the Field Research Report, and the teachers'
 
role inmaterials review. KEDI should continue to expand such efforts
 
and should examine other processes by which teachers may be further
 
involved. One needed area of assistance for many teachers inwhich se­
lected teachers might be involved is that of providing demonstration 
lessons. KEDI should seriously consider developing demonstration class­
rooms that can show a fully implemented system to the teachers. It is 
one thing to describe a situation, but is is entirely different to see 
one in operation. 
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KEDI has done an excellent job in implementing its current
 
management procedures that are designed to service the existing 
demonstration schools and cooperating schools. Providing materials 
and service to 195 schools, 3,093 teachers and over 179,000 students 
is a complicated process. Yet, KEDI has been able to meet this 
challenge. However, as the time approaches for more widespread dif­
fusion, KEDI must develop a comprehensive diffusion schedule and 
plan. Such a comprehensive plan must be developed well in advance 
of the actual time for implementation to give many professionals 
outside of KEDI a chance to review and react to the plan. It is 
certain tha-. such a comprehensive plan will require support and 
services from other institutions, agencies, printing companies, 
MOE, and others, since KEDI will not have the capabilities for pro­
viding all of the components of a truly comprehensive plan. The 
actual role of an R and D institute in national diffusion must 
always be carefully considered not only to protect the original 
intent of the innovation, but alo in keeping with the staffing 
capabilities of an R and D institute. 
One other comment should be made relative to the national 
diffusion of the [-M Project. The KEDI innovative system, which 
is unique to Kora, was designed to utilize ITV and IR as basic 
components. If, s the project moves ahead, it appears that either 
one of these components can not be included in the initial program 
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designed to reach a significant number of the most needy population,
 
then real alternatives to ITV and IRmust be examined and developed
 
until such time as ITV and IR are fully available. It is not enough
 
to simply add sections to the teacher's manual to describe the ITV
 
or IR lessons so that teachers can substitute for these lessons. Such
 
an action is saying that these components are actually supplementary
 
and not basic to the program. If,on the other hand, these components
 
are truly basic, then some temporary alternative substitution must be
 
arrived at through careful analysis and field tests. It is ce;tain
 
that KEDI designers of the system considered alternatives to ITV and IR
 
in the early stages of development but disregarded many of them because
 
they were considered less effective or because of expense or lack of
 
human resources. These alternatives should again be reviewed and a case
 
made for additional funds or manpower, if these are essential. At the
 
same time, plans for eventual tise of ITV and IR should be continuously
 
reviewed, updated, and improved.
 
KEDI's productivity and efforts during the past year have led to 
improved relations with outside institutions and agencies, higher quality 
materials and services, and a more highly competent research staff 
developed through tho several training programs, through actual working 
experience, aind well-planned staff recruitment. However, KEDI must now 
examine its lonq and short tern pi'rsonnel needs and begin to look ahead 
and plan for continued staff training and upgrading. 
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Currently there are seven members of the E-M Project staff
 
participating in either short-term courses or degree programs at
 
Florida State University and other U.S. institutions. This
 
number of staff on 
leave obviously affects production. However,
 
since the training contract with Florida State is terminating
 
and since available funds must be used, this is an exceptional
 
situation. It is evident that others in the E-M Project are
 
working harder to compensate for this temporary loss of staff, 
so
 
the effect on production seems to be minimal. However, in the fu­
ture KEDI should attempt to space the training programs in terms of
 
work needs. This observation isnot meant to sugtist that KEDI lessen
 
its commitment to staff development, but to simply suggest that as
 
KEDI matures, itmust plan for staff development in a systematic way
 
that considers both research and development needs as well as staff
 
needs.
 
Related to the training of staff of the E-M Project, there are
 
three suggestions that might be considered:
 
1. Staff of KEDI should be encouraged to continue study in their
 
respective fields at local universities.
 
2. Experts in each of the subject areas should be givern time to 
work with the staff on learni ng and curricula problems. r r exaple, 
linguists could be brought in for nveral lays to work with th,, Korean 
Language tea on ntru(:tur, arid content. 
3. The researchers of KEDI 5hould 
e given time to pursue some 
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hired by KEDI (again, excluding senior administrators and research
 
professors) for the E-M Project since 1972. As the figures indicate,
 
81 staff members have been hired and of these, 61 still remain at
 
KEDI. The 14 staff members still at KEDI but no longer assigned to
 
the E-M Project should be expected in a growing and developing insti­
tute. The fact that KEDI has retained 75"J of its E-M Project employees
 
and that 77", of those retained are still involved in the E-M Project
 
are positive signs of stability, flexibility, and mobility for staff.
 
Table 2
 
Employment Pattern for the Professional Staff of the E-M Project - 1977
 
Category 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total
 
Number hired 11 23 31 8 8 81
 
Nunber leaving
 
after 1 yr. 2 6 8
 
Number leaving
 
after 2 yrs. 1 2 6 9
 
Number l.'lvIng 
after 3 yrs. 2 
Number leaving 
after 4 yrs. 1 1 
am-i- lmmm aftam mmm *am= Immom
 
Number rom4ining-1977 10 16 19 8 8 61 
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____ 
It is obvious that so far KEDI has been successful In recruiting, 
training, and retaining competent staff to carry out the demanding 
*: tasks of research, development, and demonstration of an innovation. 
In reviewing and comparing salaries of E-M staff members to comparable 
"positionselsewhere inKorea, itissafe to say that itis not the
 
salaries that hold the staff at KEDI. Itappears that the leadership
 
of the President and the senior administrators, the involvement ina
 
conceptually sound innovation, and other less tangible factors are to
 
be credited for this success to date.
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IV,TEACHER EDUCATION 
A. Introduction 
With the continued progress of the Elementary-Middle School 
DevlopentProject and the recognition of the vital role that 
teacher education/training must play in the development and inaugu-. 
ration of a new educational system for primary and middle schools, 
KEDI has intensified its efforts relative to (1)basic improvements 
inthe current national system of teacher education, both pre­
service and in-service, (2)expansion and improvement of in-service 
teacher training for teachers involved inthe comprehensive demon­
strations of the new educational system developed by KEDI, (3) 
planning for the national pro-service and in-service teacher training 
, , , , , ; , ,,,, , , ,:, , ,, ,,, , ,, ,,,. . . ; , ,,,:, v ? ,-61­
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, 
4'. program that will be necessary when the new KEDI educational system 
, :, , ,? , t , ; , , , , :, ,' , ; ,. , := , ,,, m ; ,,, _ ,; , ,, , , ,,: , .. .. . , 
. . .. .. . .,' ! ,~~'ii? ii i ,i iiii i . . . . . ,'i~i~' ~i i 2 4 4.. . ... .....i ~ i : i , !' 4 4!'!, ''';,i ; . .. . -' ii .4 4 
isestablished on anationwide basis. 
Inthese efforts KEDI has utilized not only its own resources 
and expertise, but has called upon support and cooperation fromt awide 
variety of other institutions and organizations: the Ministry of 
Education, universities, junior colleges of education, provincial and 
city boards of education, administrators and teachers in the demonstra­
tion and cooperating schools, and professional teacher organizations. 
As a result of such cooperative efforts under the direction of KEDI, 
major strides have been made relative to the role of teacher education 
in the diffusion and adoption of a new educational system for Korea. 
4' - ... ..... 
B. Basic Studies inTeacher Education
 
Recognizing the need for basic studies relative to teacher 
education, KEDI staff have been involved inaseries of research tasks 
a6imed andtf~~tiki~ehtid'sdi 1s ementary school 
teachers inKorea should possess. The study was carried out through 
an intensive review of current literature inthe field of teacher' 
education, acomprehensive review of the present curriculum for 
training elementary school teachers, and consultation/discussion ses­
sions with professors of the Junior teacher colleges and with master 
teachers of elementary schools. 
Five task areas were chosen for the analysis of the professional
 
functions and competence necessary ina qualified and competent
 
teacher. These are:
 
1. Planning instruction
 
2. Directing teaching - learning 
3. Evaluating student achievement and growth 
4. Counseling and guidance 
5. Research 
The outcome of this study and others planned by ICEDI are intended 
not only to provide important input into KEDI activities relating to the 
in-s~ervice training of teachers involved in the demonstration and cooperat­
ing schools. but also nto those ICED! tasks related to the long-rangei 
responsibility of pre-service and in-service teacher education for the 
nationwide implementation of the ICED! educational system. 
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In addition to the basic publications for general use in the 
classroom, such as teacher guides and student guides, KEDI has pub­
lished for dissemination to members of the staff of the demonstration
 
shols and cooperating schools as well as others, both aNewsletter
 
and a Research Guide for Teachers. These publications* as well as.
 
others, are most useful to teachers, administrators, and supervisors
 
involved intryouts and demonstrations of the KEDI educational system.
 
Instructional Materials Development 
Anumber of instructional materials have been developed to augment 
and improve the in-service teacher training program indemonstration and 
cooperating schools. Among these are the following:
'
~ ! !ii1 i ! ~ i !;i~! ! '' ! i i ii~!! i i, !ii! ii: i : ii :i !' • i 1 ! !i ; , I!i! . ,i i , :ii , 
: i ' :: : ii,:' i ! : i '~1 ! i! ii i! i~ I 
' ' ' ' li i:i':!1l!! . 3 iii' ! ''i Ii i ' III : 
1 1 1L Sixteen:11 instructional~i ! i~i modules for.iii n-servicei~~ " l!ii~ teacher 1 ' 
training were developed by KEDI staff with consultation and assist­
ance from professors In higher education institutions. These modules 
are to be used inboth demonstration and cooperating schools. 
2. Atotal of 140 television programs for in-service teacher 
education had been produced by the summier of 1977 with 24 more to be 
completed. These programs are Intended for use during the noon hour 
and are coordinated with printed materials made available to teachers. 
Aquestionnaire study will measure teacher perceptions of the effective­
ness of the television training program. The programs were developed 
with the consul tation and cooperation of professors who prepared the con­
tent and classroom teachers who participated in the demonstrations. 
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Another possible plan for the future involves the pairing of a
 
KEDI researcher and a KEDI curriculum specialist for training sessions
 
and school visitations. This has grown out of a recommendation made
 
by teachers, supervisors, and KEDI staff.
 
Still another idea under consideration is the development of a
 
training program for teacher trainers. With the growing complexity
 
and urgency of in-service and pre-service teacher training activities,
 
the inauguration of such a program would appear to be most important.
 
All of the above plans are contingent upon the needed financial
 
support from provincial boards of education and/or the Ministry of
 
Education.
 
Applications Of In-Service Programs and Materials
 
Although the projraml; and materials, including television programs
 
and vid(,otape~o dscri bed in this section have been initially developed 
for use in th,, trainilnq of te,,chers and other staff in the demonstration 
and coope ra tin (:chool., it iA cl, ar that they have a r,;uch 1)roa (!r app 1I­
cation. [vntujally , chanys I'r ir made in the- pre-;ervice projram of 
teacher ,,ducation. snld is ffortP are undcrtaken for i nitionwide In­
service taicher trainnIr; proijran, timuch of what has been developd can be 
used or adapted for use in these more massive teacher education tasks. 
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continuing success will require the following:
 
1. Joint planning with the Ministry of Education for nationwide
 
inauguration of new pro-service and in-service teacher education
 
_______programs.
 
2. Completion of cooperative efforts with the Junior colleges
 
of education for a reform of teacher education curricula, and a focus 
on the needs implied by the KEDI educational system. 
3. Completion of a national plan of in-service teacher educa­
tion that will involve the Ministry of Education, provincial boards of 
education, Junior teacher colleges, university colleges of education, 
and other resources. 
4. Development of a plan and a program for the training of teacher 
trainers -- an essential element in the massive undertaking of retraining 
all teachers in the elementary schools. 
S. Development of a capacity for the utilization of both television 
and radio in teacher education, both pre-service and in-service. 
6. Continued development of instructional materials such as text 
materials, instructional modules, television and radio programs, video­
tapes, and others that will be essential for such anational effort, 
As Indicated, KEOI has already made considerable progress in this 
area of responsibility. However, the ilmensity of the task and the 
urgency with which it tst be completed, point to the need for a continu­
ace of the coopera~ve relationships already established with many areas 
of the education coimaity as well as for an expanded enlistment of quall­
fted Individuals to participate In the coipletion of the task* 
V. EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING
 
A. Introduction
 
The reorganized Department of Educational Broadcasting s 
established with five sections: (1) Broadcast Council, (2)Program 
Planning, (3)TV Production, (4)Radio Production, (5)Engineering. 
Each section isadministered and coordinated by a "chief" or "director 
of the section. There are 126 regular fulitime employees in the Educa­
tional Broadcasting Department with an additional 23 part-time employees 
serving for special purposes in radio and television production. 
The role/function of the Broadcast Council is to review and evaluate 
instructional television, (ITV) and instructional radio (IR) program 
prior to their being aired. In addition, the Broadcast Council establishes 
criteria for production and broadcast quality, conducts research related 
to 1TV and IReffect on learning, and solicits feedback from users. 
The Program Planning section is responsible for the overall coordi­
nation of planning and production of programs within the broadcast de­
partment and for the broadcast schedule. 
The role and function of the TV Production section is to produce 
high quality TV programs inrelation to KEDI's various programs such as 
the E- Project, teacher training activities, and others. 
The Radio Production section isresponsible for producing high 
quality radio programs for KEDI 'svarious program such as the E49 Project 
and the Air and Correspondence High School. 
The Engineering Section is responsible for the maintenance andV Vi 
operation of the broadcast studio facilities as well as developmental 
planning in relation to the electronic and equipmnt needs of KEDI V 
ecauseof-th continuing -technical di fficulties-wi th-the
 
transmission system, KEDI was not able to implement its educational
 
broadcasting program according to its original plan. Hiowever# even
 
without a functioning transmission system* KEDI has continued to pro­
duce ITY and IRprograms. 
At this point in time the number of produced ITY programs is 
1,148 with less than 60 having been aired. Those that have been Aired, 
were aired via AVideotape Recorder and TV monitor in AClosed Circuit 
TV arrangement. KEDI s JR programs have been broadcast over WB/BC/CBS
 
facilities through Acooperative Agreement negotiated between KED! And 
these Agee. 
The lack Of Aviable transmission facility has precluded KEDI's 
full testing of IT and IR in the E-N Project As Well AS various other 
projects envisioned by KEDI in its effort to reform education. Only a 
very small portion of the total amount of ITV AndIR program have been 
used. Because of this, the KEDI instructional model has operated under 
handicaps and has not had an adequate oppOrtunity to demonstrate its full 
worth during the research And development Stage And the isplewetation 
phase of the I.N Project. This deficiency could produce a basic change 
inthe original concept of KEDI's Instructional model for educational 
reform. Losing Alare portion of an instructional models even for a 
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Curriculum'Related Television and Radio programs are designed 'and
 
produced inrelation tothe school curriculum ingeneral and are not
 
scheduled to occur at a particular point in time or at a specific grade
 
- Theseprogramsare-i ndi rectly -rel ated -to-the( EDI instructi ona -~
level 

model of this E-M Project.
 
The General Educational Television and Radio programs are those that
 
have applicability to the Korean population at large. They are not de­
signed according to the KEDI instructional model or the E-M Project,
 
neither do they relate directly to the school curriculum or a particular 
grade level. They are produced and designed generally for the adult 
population, but are often useful for the school age population as well. 
The yearly production schedule, January 1, 1977 - Decuembr 30, 1977, 
called for 1,140 TV programs and 3,360 radio program to be produced. 
At the end of 1977 this goal had been mst and a grand total of 5,119 TV 
and 3,949 radio programs had been completed, 
B. ITV and IRin the E-M Project 
The full Implementation of KEDI's Instructional model is to follow 
a research and development design that calls for a step-by-step develop­
ment through small scale tryouts and comprehensive demostrations. 
There were four small scale tryouts between May 1973 and July 19759 each 
lasting from 5 -8 weeks. The results of the first three small scale 
tryouts were reported Inthe First Interim Reoort. The SeoInterim 
Rooort~ presented results from the fourth small scale tryout and 
preliminary data on the first and second large scale demonstrations, 
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subject matter content area at each grade level.* Due to the continuing 
technical difficulties with the TCO system no ITV program broadcasts 
were planned. However* one school with aclosed circuit TV capacity has 
been selected to utilize ITV lessons. Results of. this effort will be 
reported upon completion of the demonstration in 1978. 
- - -
First Small $Scale Tryt in a Middle School. 
The main purpose of this small scale tryout conducted during 
Septeber and October of 1976 was to determine the effectivenes of 
KEIM's ne instructional system in the Mddle school. One of the 
specific concerns was 1110's instructional aterials, part of which 
are radio and television program for the middle school.-, 
-For this tryout the first year students in two middle schools 
were used* One public school (Shin Cheow) was inSeol and the 
other, apublic girls school (Sang Inchun) was InGynagi-Do. The 
tryout involved -1,770 students in26 classes of English and Sciences 
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C. 	Instructional Television and Instructional Radio
 
inSpecial Programs
 
Air and Correspondence High Schools 
Under a contract project arrangement with the Ministry of Education,
 
KED! continues its direct involvement with the Air and Correspondence
 
High School (ACHS). This involvement includes the administration,
 
supervision, and evaluation of the ACHS project, as well as the prepa­
ration of the broadcast and supplerentary materials for the various
 
subject matter content areas in the ACHS program. 
Currently the following subjects are available for high school 
students via iCHS -- nationdl ethics, Korean language, mathematics, 
English, Ge ri'an, science, rvusic, fine i rts, physical education, 
geography, pclitics and economics, national history, world history, 
biology, qoeneril industry, general -cchnology, Cl-inese language, and 
comtvunication studieo,. 
Oec.tu;.( of the continuing transmission problems of the T-COM 
system KEND rurrently uses K[3S, CBS, and MOC for transmission of its 
IR prJgrams. The broadcast schedule follows on the next page, 
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Grade Level Region Subjects Time Studio
 
High School 
grade I All Korea All 5-5:30 AM MBC 
High School Seoul & vicinity All 10-10:30 PM KBS 
grade II 
Taegu, 
Pusan, 
Kueng Joo, 
Chun Joo All 11-11:30 PM CBS 
Choon Chun and 
8 other cities All 5:30-6 AM MBC 
Seoul & vicinity All 10:30-11 PM KBS
 
Chun Joo
 
High School Kueng Jco All 5:30-6 AM CBS
 
grade III Taegu, Pusan All 6-6:30 AM CBS
 
Choon Chun and8 other cities All 12-12:30 AM MBC 
There are ,40 school centers designated by K[DI in the ACHS system. Of 
these 40 school centers., 35 now have all three high school grade levels 
offered and the reraining five kchool centers have high school gjrades one 
and two only. It isanticipated theit these five centers will add high 
school qridt- tflroe by next. year. 
There iroe aipproxir:,atey 22,.000 students currently enrolled in the 
ACHS throucjhout tho Ptpubl ic of Korve. Heq(inning in 1975, students were 
acceptt'd into th. 1,CH" pro(9,ri r, from throtujhout Yoro I mind not j o.t tho Seoul 
and Pu;,iri , 'i,. h d h et'n d(!n(, pr,.vicuCSly. Of the nealrly 5,*J s'Otudents 
regis ter,.d four ye'Irs, a9o In the seoul and Pusan ar(-a, 2,900 iraduated in 
1976.
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The budget for the ACHS as established by the MOE is six hundred 
intl 1 torann -:Approx matelyrne;;halt-ffo-thi s-mutget 
KEDI and one-half to the various school centers. This budget pays for 
broalcast time (approximately '2.000,000000OO won), teachers at the rate 
of W19000 per hour to lecture* grade papers, and administer examina­
tions. The rate of pay for teachers was expected to be 1.600 won per 
hour by Septeumber 1977, 
Aprofile of the student population indicates that approximattly 
70 percent of the enrollees are working 7ull or part-time. They range 
inage from 16 to over 50p and pay tuition which varies inamount based 
on region. For examples in Seoul$ the tuition is30,000 won per years­
while inthe smaller provinces and countryside, the tuition may be as 
little as 15,000 won per year. Approximately 20 percent of the students 
currently enrolled In tVie AO4S are recent middle school graduates. The 
attrition rate in the AOIS remains at approximately 25 - 30 percent. 
The relatively undesirable broadcast times may contribute to the 
attrition rate, As noted In the broadcast schedule, programs are 
typically very early in the morning, i.e., 5 - 6:30 and late in the 
evenings ILe., 10 - 12:30. 
Recent studies comparing students InACIHS with students inthe 
regular high schools indicate that the student scholastic achievement 
level of students inAMH ismuch lower (by almost 30 points as 
determined by abasic scholastic achievement test constructed by KEDI) 
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than that of the regular high school students. This is especially true 
innglshomaheaicsA,' and Koren language. These results aebasedIn~ ~~~~~~~~--- -___-- _____En-ih ---_ __ r 
on a sampling of 3,17 first year high school students in both the ACI4S 
and the regular high schools, and are reported in The Prerequisite 
Capabilities of the First Grade Students of The Air and Corresoondena 
Hiah Schools December 1976, published by KEDI. 
In addition to the above report, KEDI has published A uvyo h 
Actual Condition of the Air and Correspondence Hiah School, Report 0379
 
December 1976. This report, available currently in Korean language, 
provides information on the status and problems of air and correspondence 
education Infour other countries (New Zealand, England, United States, 
Japan) and further reports the reiults of asimilar survey on the Korean 
ACHS. 
Publications of KEDI's ACHS program Include textbooks (62 volumes 
with each grade level and every subject matter content area presented), 
a handbook on radio instructional programs for first semester (32,000 
copies), and second semesters (24.000 copies). Also aguidebook (32,000 
copies), designed for self-study to help students utilize-the radio pro­
grams effectively, has been designed and produced. 
Some of the problems KEDI isexperiencing with ACHS are as follows: 
10 Work loads of teachers art excessive# and 
the pay is disproportionately low. 
2. The academic background and preparation of 
most students is Inadequate to follow the
subject uatter tcontmnt via radio. 
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programs in the area, but until a viable transmission system is 
little can be accoiplished. This general area is 
perhaps one of the areas in which telev'lsion and radio will have 
Its greatest impact in Korea. 
_________established, 

Sinahn County Broadcasting System
 
The Sinahn County Broadcasting System continues to broadcast 
KEDI developed radio program to the inhabited islands off the 
coast of South Korea. When the KEDI broadcast trnd transmission 
system is fully established, this role is expected to expand. 
D. The Construction of a Land Based Transmission System 
It appeared in July, 1977, that a decision was imminent for KEDI 
to develop and install a land based transmission system to replace 
T-COtl. With the implemntation of this system, several factors need 
to be considered ifthe system is to function at its full potential. 
KEDI s program of in-service education for the preparation of 
teachers to make maximum use of educational television and radio will 
need to be expanded$ Teacher resources and lesson plans to date Sava 
had portions of subject content that were to be available via TV and 
radio. Since TIV and radio were not available for this purpose, teachers 
have presented the content in alternative ways. This irturn may have 
produced asituation wherein the role of TV and radio is seen as non­
essential. The teacher role in relation to the utilization of TV and 
radio will need to be thoroughly examined by KEDI and an extensive 
in-service education effort developed. 
Research on the effectiveness of TV and radio will need to be 
conducted. Also, a decision-making procedure needs to be established 
to determine what programs should/should not be broadcast. 
The maintenance and repair of the land based systm will soon 
be of concern to KEDI. Will KEDI have a roving repair and maintenance 
squad? An on-site repair and maintenance crew? A system of geographic 
regions or districts throughout the country# each with its own staff? 
Or. can repair and maintenance services be contracted for with a repair 
dnd maintenuwco business concern? Could such a system of maintenance 
end repair also include servicing the color TV sets and the radios in 
the school classroom? 
Concerns that have been presented inthe previous interim reports 
are briefly repeated here for emphasis. For fuller explanation, see the 
First Interim Regort and Second Interim k~oor. 
1. 	 A role definition for TV and radio inthe £- Project and 
other KEOI Projects will need developmt: Instructional 
TV and Radio, Curriculum Related TV and Radio, General 
Education TV and Radio, 
2. 	On-site origination of program production may need to 
be provided.
 
3. 	 Animation, graphics, and photographic production services 
will likely have to expand inorder to meet the need for 
the increase inthe volume of programs produced. 
4. 	 Script writing procedures will mot likely need to be 
streamlined. Procedures for determining what media will 
be used to do what jobs will need to be established and 
---
5. Budgeting procedures for deteiing the cost of TV and 
radio program is needed for a variety of internal and 
external reasons. 
6. -Provi sions- for-program -rehearsal s-outside-the--studio­
are 	needed. 
7. 	 Individual differences in student learning abilities, 
backgrounds, achievement levels and in school class 
schedules must be attended to by KEDI ifnationwide 
TV and radio broadcasts are to be successful.
 
8. 	 Additional levels of appropriate hands-on experience 
for KEO's Program Production staff will become essen­
tial as the full time broadcasts grow and develop due 
to the implementation of the land based system$ 
E. Coment 
As KEDI's role expands and as television and radio take their 
proper place In KEDI instructional system$ several issues will need 
to be investigated. Inan effort to assist this efforts the
 
following items are offered:
 
1. The ability of TV and radio to respond to individual 
differences will need to be ascertained. This will 
pertain to schools and their schedules as well as 
students and their abilities. 
2. Serious consideration should be given to full scale 
research into the effectiveness of television and 
radio inKorean education, 
3. 	Continued attention to solving the problem of on-site
 
production and origination of program is recomwnded. 
4. The appropriate role of television and radio inXorean
 
education will need continued study. Currently three 
roles appear to be merging -- Instructional elevi­
sion and radio, curriculum related television and radio, 
general educational television and radio. Perhaps a 
combination of the above will also emerge. 
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VI. THE EXPANDING ROLE OF KEOI 
K. A..Introduction 
In previous Interim reports, it has been noted that KED's
 
major programmatic activity has been the Elemntary-Middle School
 
Project, and that other policy, planningt and curriculum develop­
ment work has been done on a projectby.project basis. Events
 
during Ie past year, however, have led to KEDI's having been
 
designated as the curriculum development and textbook compila-

. ­
tion center for the Ministry of Education, thus subsuming the E-H
 
Project and all other curriculum projects under a recognized, on­
going curriculum development program.
 
Although the details of a reorganization to reflect this change
 
infunction were not available inthe sumer of 1977, th. general Idea
 
will be to structure KEDI educational responsibilities inthree units
 
as follows:
 
Currculum Broadcasting iPolicy and Planning 
Development I~ f&1Qk 
-E 
 In-School Educ. Current Projects 
ISex-role Percep­
opu ationtf Instructional 1 1tionsEnvi ronmen Television 2 2eigh-School 
Indstraland Equalization 
Unstructional Radiol PolIcy
Middl-Schol 3Value EducationIndsra Art 4Survey on Educationalu~dM~a~Expenditure 
5Extension of Cowul­
sory Education6VocationalI Eduction 
The new structure thus combines all elemnts of previous projects 
-which urAditodo p 
-- ­
w h-curiculum 4l n1he-newCenter.for 
Curriculum Development; combines all policy and planning projects into 
one unit; anid recognizes V.A. the broadcast unit will have programmtic 
functions not only related to the E-M Project but related to the disseui­
nation of general education mateil supplemental material for class-. 
room , and cur.culum material at all levels. 
As inprevious reports, this chapter concentrates on policy and 
planning aspects of KEDI's program. Included isastatus report on 
certain curriculum areas (population and environ ,ntaleducation 
middle-school industrial arts, and community education) which, in the 
future# will be subsumed under the Curriculum Development Center, along 
with the E-M Project. This chapter also discusses KEDI's continuing 
relationships with organizations outside Korea and internal relation­
ships within Korea related to policy and planning (Internal relatione 
ships within Korea affectirj theLEN Project are discussed in early 
chapters.). 
S. Policy and Planning 
KEDI Is increasingly recognized as an organization equipped to create 
public confidence in education through its program of policy studies, It 
performs this function through aseries of studies on critical educational 
problemo studies which involve abroad spectrum of leaders throughout the 
Korean cosmanity. 
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For instance* the ruling Congress Party is currently 
<.2-.veopig uidel inesJor-a-long'-term-fi ftnya-Korean- development----­
plan. The Party has requested KEDI to draft the education sector plan. 
At the sam time, the Korean Devel ojment Institute has consulted KEDI 
for help indeveloping th. education sector portion of the fifteen-year 
plan draft being developed b,that organization. Thus, KEDI at one 
and the sam time ishelping the legislative body and the executive 
branch of government in the design of the long-range educational plan 
for, the country* 
These long-range activities, in turn, build on avariety of 
j studies inspecific problem areas. The study of the increasing numbers 
of repeaters taking the university entrance examination, for Instances' 
was ..undertaken with broad participation of comunityo Uvernmnt, and 
academic communities, and recomended an extensive list of reforms at 
the secondary ad universityv level, Anumber of these recommendations 
will appear In the fifteenyear plan and Will likely be supported by 
the public because of the broad participation in... the stuy.+ ++++++ (See, the.................
+ ........+ ?i+++:+?+ +
 
Second Interim Report for details of the Rtepeater Study, and abrief
...................... ....... ...~~~~~..........
.. . .,+ +++ ++ . + .....+,+,+++?+ f+. 
section below on the aftermath of the study,) 
Specific educational policy and planning studies are undertaken 
by KEDI both at the organiation's own initiative and at tbe initiative 
of the NInistry of Education and other government and legislative units, 
International financing Is used when the Hinistry of Education is agree­
"a,ands of course, when such funds are available. Examples include 
___ 
the Sex Roles study (U.S. Agency for InternationalDevelopment); 
__________Population Education study (United Nations Fund for Population 
Activities), and the Vocational Education studies (funds were initi­
ally requested from the United Nations Development Program, although 
the proposal was ultimately rejected by the Ministry of Education), 
Of the current projects discussed below* three were undertaken 
at the initiative of groups other than KEDI (Sex Roles; Extension of 
Compulsory Education, and High-School Equalization Policy), while 
three were undertaken at KEDI's initiative (Survey of Educational 
Expenditure; Value Education, and Vocational Education). Needless 
to say, the projects which are proposed by others and which KEDI 
accepts generally bring funds with them. Projects initiated byKEDI 
must be supported from KEI's budget. So far, the government provides 
limited non-earmarked funds for KEDI-initiated policy studies. Thus, 
these studies tend to be underfinanced. 
Even those studies initiated at the government request often bring 
.+++++++ ++++ ++ needed for..vadequate conduct of the project.+++++++less++funds with+++ +++..them than are +:!1 . ..... i+ + ++ +++  if++ 
There is a tendency for those in government to feel that KEDI can absorb 
1+ '+++ + :+ + + ++ ::+++++ l ++1 '?+++ 
som of the costs of such studies. There would appear to be aneed to 
negotiate with'the government some continued programmatic support for 
educational policy and planning studies so as to avoid the need for the 
diversion of resources to support these activities within KEDI. 
Of the momet, the lion's share of KEDI's resources are allocated
 
to the broadcasting activities. Less than half of the broadcasting budget
 
(perhaps as little as 25%0 according to how costs are allocated) is 
provifdri7ilV fiCED!'I 1cy~pl~~niiiIiifiid cr1iil ieve opent
 
work. With the restructuring of KEDI during the coming year, it Is
 
assumed that some of these iumbalances will be corrected,
 
The Repeaters Studi 
*The so-called *Repeaters Study" isnot, technically, acurreuit 
project, It was completed in 1976 and is described inour last report. 
It made a number of comprehensive recommendatiouns for dealing with the 
problem of the ever-increasing numbers of thoje repeating the university 
entrance examinations. However, because of the Importance of the pro-
Jects it was extended to 1977. 
Even before the* recommendations had been officially adopted by the 
government, there were a number of suggestions in the report that influ-A 
enced government po1licy. Far Instance, the number of additional spaces 
to be added inuniversities during the current plan period has been upped 
from 2,300 to 5#000. The secondary and university entrance examination 
systems are undergoing changes, and the university will give weight in 
1 1 + 'I' 
+ + ++ the future to recommendations++i+ of the high schools++ + ++ + as wvell as to the scores 
on the entrance examinations. Those who take the university entrance 
exain~nation mre than three times will be discouraged from further attempts. 
Public support for the recommendations of the study is evidenced by a 
clear recent trend among emloyers who are increasingly hiring high-school 
S0 
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Simulation model approaches also will be used to examine the 
- possible effects of other possible policy decisions inorder to help 
establish appropriate compromises between policy based on manpower 
444 - estimates versus that based on aspirations of parents and students. 
For instance, what would happen if admission to junior technical colleges 
-were limited to those passing the university entrance examination? What 
* might happen if different kinds of incentives were offered students In 
- Junior technical colleges? 
On July 21, 1977, the policy recomndations developed by KEOI were 
officially meorted to the executive branch of the national government. 
Following extensive discussions and studys appropriate revisions were 
a made reflecting the viewpoints of implmting agencies, such as the 
Ministry of Education and others, Following the adoption of policy 
guidelines by the government, a tUsk force was established in the 
Ministry of Education with the responsibility of carrying out the tasks 
required for complete Implamntation. 
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Survey on Educational ExpenditV'-e
 
A number of KEDI studies have suffered because of lack of good
 
educational cost data by region, type of school, and sponsorship of
 
school (public or private). A study of such costs is now underway at
 
KEDI. This is an in-house initiated study, without outside sponsor­
ship, although the data generated will be useful in a number of other
 
studies which do have outside sponsorship.
 
The study was begun in the summer of 1977 and will:
 
1. 	Examine annual investment in education, both public
 
and private, and by level and region;
 
2. 	Examine any apparent relationships between investment
 
and academic achievement;
 
3. 	Identify cost differentials by level, school, and
 
ronion;
 
4. 	Projoct educational expenditure for the next five­
year pL.'ind, both public and private (1978 - 1982).
 
Investment in education is defined to include all institutional costs
 
plus all costs to the parents and to the pupils. Included at upper levels
 
will be "opportunity costs," in essence, the wages that students . jht have
 
earned had they not been studying. 
Information will be collected from some 21,000 students enrolled in 
private schools and their parents by means of a log book questionnaire sent
 
out in mid-1977 and to be filled out at mid-term, at the end of the term,
 
during vacation neriod, and at the beginning of the next school year.
 
Students at each school level will be included. In addition, data from
 
public schools will be gleaned from government documents supplemented by 
interviews with school principals, school boards.
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Data from the study will be useful in examining equality of
 
educational opportuniLy in Korea. They will also be valuable in
 
simulation studies when the cost of various alternative futures is
 
being assessed. The data should also be helpful in estimating the
 
social and private marginal rates of return by school level on the
 
basis of available data on average wages of school leavers.
 
This is the kind of study the team has suggested in previous
 
reports as needed in order for KEDI to establish a data base on
 
which to build other policy and planning studies.
 
Extension of Compulsory Education
 
Government policy is to gradually introduce compulsory middle
 
school education during the remainder of the current five-year plan
 
(1977-1981) and during the next five-year plan (1982-1986). By 1986
 
it is assumed compulsory middle school education will be a fact.
 
KEDI has been asked by the Ministry of Education to undertake a 
two-part study to guide in the implementation of the new middle school 
policy. The first part of the study will be to identify what must be 
done during the current five-year plan to lay the groundwork for the 
implementation of the new policy. The second part of the study ill 
detail the specific measures necessary during the next five-year plan 
(beginning in 1982) in order to extend compulsory middle school educa­
tion throughout the country by 1986. Other studies, such as the cost 
study described above, and the equalization study, described below, will 
feed useful data into this study. 
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A part of the study will be to undertake international comparisons,
 
examining the situation in other countries comparable to Korea. Recommen­
dations are expected to take into account experience elsewhere but will
 
recommend steps which are appropriate in the cultural and economic context
 
of Korea.
 
Vocational Education
 
KEDI's middle school vocational arts project, described in previous
 
reports, was designed to improve the pre-vocational curriculum at the
 
middle school level for both boys and girls. Demonstration teaching
 
modules were prepared and tested. A portion of the project also included
 
the goal of establishing shops inmiddle schools for pre-vocational skills
 
training.
 
The most recent project activity was a seminar on May 20-21, 1977,
 
to explore innovative industrial arts approaches at the middle school
 
level. Included were specialists in industrial arts education, vocational
 
educatiin, home economics, general education, curricului i,1industrial
 
arts, as well as a number of laymen and KEDI specialists. This seminar
 
and future seminars will lay groundwork for the time when the government
 
will give high priority to industrial arts training at the middle school
 
level. Of U-.a moment, it appears that government policy is to strengthen
 
secondary vocational education, without diverting funds needed at this
 
level to the middle school.
 
Inthe meantime, K[DI is testing its middle school materials in two
 
schools, and the Economic Planning Board has given encouragement for pos­
sible mass introduction of the new inatfrials at some time in the future.
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Because of the government's policy emphasis on secondary vocational
 
education, KEDI isnow turning its attention to policy studies in this
 
area. Just beginning are the following studies:
 
1. Analysis of Employment Behavior of the Graduates of Vocational
 
Schools. This will be a kind of tracer study designed to find out what
 
happens to graduates of vocational schools. The first stages of the
 
study will analyze the kinds of employment offered graduates and the
 
numbers who continue to university and will interview such graduates to
 
find out what they think has been good or bad in their training. For
 
example, as noted inprevious reports, many employers prefer graduates
 
of middle schools plus Labor Institute training over graduates of secon­
dary vocational schools. Also, many employers take general secondary
 
school graduates and give them on-the-job vocational training (all busi­
nesses with over 300 employees must maintain training facilities). For
 
certain kinds of technicians employed by such large industries, expensive
 
technical high schools may not be needed. It might be cheaper and more
 
efficient to introduce pre-vocational programs in all general secondary
 
schools, with the idea that industry will then provide the £pecific
 
skills through its own training. KEDI should examine such questions,
 
through employer interviews. 
2. Analysis of Labor ForceSupply and Demand. This study will review
 
the manpower estimates as they appear in the current fourth five-year devel­
opment plan and examine the capacity of the present vocational high school
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system to fill the demand. Again, we assume that KEDI is aware that
 
middle level technical manpower is generated from several sources, and
 
that vocational high schools will never be the sole source. However,
 
the government wishes to dramatically expand national technical high
 
schools from the eleven now in existence to seventy by 1980. Ten are
 
being added in 1978. It is, of course, quite appropriate for KEDI to
 
examine the implications of such expansion.
 
3. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Vocational High Schoolg. KEDI
 
intends to compare the costs of vocational high school education with
 
the employment behavior and wages of vocational high school graduates.
 
This approach, of course, is based on rate-of-return analysis which
 
assumes a free labor marked which reacts freely to supply and demand. -In 
Korea (as in all countries) government salary scales and other regulations 
often artificially set wage-scales by type of job or level of education 
received, regardless of the supply of labor at that level. Such artificial 
pegging of salary and wage levels makes any attempt to assess productivity 
of labor, through studies of wages paid, very tenuous. 
KEDI indicates that itwill compare the wages paid graduates of mid­
dle schools who have Labor Institute training and graduates of general high
 
schools who have in-plant training with those of graduates of vocational
 
high schools with similar jobs. This kind of analysis will provide useful
 
additional information for those charged with vocational education policy
 
in Korea. Itwill also link with the study on educational expenditure,
 
described earlier, and other studies on the equalization of educaticnal
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opportunity. As noted above, however, the fact that vocational high
 
school graduates are paid more than Labor Institute graduates should
 
not be interpreted to mean that these graduates are, in fact, more
 
productive. Salary scales are traditionally higher for high school
 
graduates than for those without a high school diploma, regardless
 
of the productivity of the employee. This fact is dramatically
 
illustrated by a 1977 survey of the Office of Labor Affairs which
 
showed that blue-collar workers averaged 51% less inwages than white­
collar workers. By any measure of productivity, itwould be difficult
 
to prove that whille-collar workers are twice as productive as blue-collar
 
workers. Norms other than productivity and scarcity of candidates are
 
used in setting such salary and wage scales.
 
Nonetheless, the above studies will begin to build a data base
 
useful in future policy and planning studies in the area of vocational
 
and technical education. KEDI appears to be working closely with other
 
concerned units of the government in undertaking these studies, including
 
the Office of Labor Affairs, the Korean Development Institute, and the
 
Economic Planning Board.
 
High School Equalization Policy
 
In 1974, high school entrance examinations, through which students
 
would compete for the school they wished to enter, were abolished. This
 
policy applied equally to public and private schools, and even the private
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schools lost their ability to select their students. All secondary
 
school applicants are now assigned on a more or less random basis to
 
available places in the public and private high schools of their
 
regions, and the individual schools are further restricted from any
 
ability grouping of students within the schools.
 
This policy has caused considerable controversy. Those in favor
 
of the policy feel that it has equalized secondary school opportunity
 
for all children by randomizing the high school population in each
 
region and within each school. Those against the policy feel that it
 
has lowered the quality of Korean secondary education to the lowest
 
common denominator. Private schools have been the hardest hit since
 
the new policy was accompanied by a second policy which prohibited
 
private schools from charging more than the fees charged by public
 
schools. Many of these private schools have made the case that they
 
cannot maintain quality of education under these conditions unless
 
they receive government subsidies. Pees charged aL public schools, of
 
course, do not cover all salaries and operational expenses, much of
 
which is paid by the government.
 
KEDI is beginning a study of the complex issues involved in the 
above controversy. Survey research will be undertaken in five cities 
in an attempt to assess the impact of the new policy on academic 
achie3vement in the schools of those cities. Excluding the financial
 
Issues mentioned above, the substantive issue is clearly whether Korean
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high schools should group students by ability or whether they should
 
follow the current policy of hetrogeneous, random placement policy.
 
Obviously, the KEDI studies will not resolve the issue, but will
 
provide information to help in making further policy decisions. For
 
instance, itmay be found that achievement of students with lesser
 
abilities is improved under the current policy, but that achievement
 
of the brighter children has been somewhat slowed. If so, the govern­
ment will have to decide whether the acceleration cf the slow achievers
 
isworth the dampening effect on the high achiavers. Furthermore, if
 
such short term trends are noted, one might speculate that these effects
 
might not endure over longer periods of time. Thus, further longitudinal
 
studies might be needed.
 
Again, KEDI has entered a highly controversial field where public
 
support and confidence isessential. As data from these studies are
 
analyzed, it is assumed that KEDI will convene a broad spectrum of
 
community, government, and business leaders to discuss their implications.
 
Value Education
 
In late 1976 and early 1977, KEDI completed two studies having to do
 
with student attitudes. One was a study of students' attitude toward the
 
national referents, and the other was a study on the principles of atti­
tude change.
 
The study of attitudes toward the national referents explored the
 
attitudes of elementary and secondary school students toward the government,
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nationa" .ymbols, the Korean People, the native soil, ancestors, the
 
national future, and patriotism. Degrees of egalitarianism and altruism 
were explored; attitudes assessed toward duties ot tax payment and na­
tional economic development, government personnel in general, soldiers, 
judicial officers, assemblymen. Further explored were attitudes toward 
the flag, the national flower, and the national anthem. 
Nearly two thousand students from elementary school to university
 
were surveyed in the study. Generally speaking, student attitudes toward
 
the national referents were positive. However, the higher the school
 
level, the lower the attitude scores related to virtually every referent.
 
Furthermore, rural students generally had more positive attitudes than
 
the urban students.
 
The study concluded with recommendations which suggested that:
 
1. Content in the national curriculum related to the national
 
referents be increased.
 
2. Various social organizations and their programs be examined to 
see if their influence is positive and to find ways inwhich their influ­
ence can be coordinated toward improving attitudes toward the national 
referents. 
3. Educational materials be prepared which stress attitude change
 
and which encourage the use of intensive and active methods related to
 
the national referents. 
This and the second more theoretical study on attitude change have
 
led to a rew project on value education. This study will review the
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literature on value education anid will suggest ways in which values 
can be tauqht in schools. Experimentai teaching materials will be
 
developed and tried out in schools. Based in these preliminary
 
studies, further recommendations will be made.
 
KEDI is undoubtedly entering into an important area with these
 
studies. liowe'er, the studies to date seem to make a somewhat naive
 
assLmption that attitudes can be taught much as math or biology or
 
history. If attitudes towatJ the national referents are poor, put
 
more about the national referents in the curriculum. If social
 
organizations do not reinforce positive attitudes toward the govern­
ment, tell them to do so. If the students do not have proper values,
 
however defined, develop some teaching m;terials to teach values.
 
Attitudes re the product of a total tamily, school, commrunity
 
anu :,iationwide environruent. They are th. product of the entire cur­
riculum insofa: as the school is concerned, and not of some units 
called value units or attitude units. KEDI studies seem, so far, to 
be only scratching the surfdce of this interestirg and often elusive 
probl em.
 
As a KEDI-initiated prograi,, of studies, value education suffers
 
from a lack of resources. Only one researcher is assigned the area,
 
and this researcher has limited resources available to tackle a very
 
complex research problem. 
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Sex Role Perceptions
 
With Agency for International Development support, KEDI has initiated
 
studies of sex role perception in Korea. The explicit purpose of these
 
studies is to explore a significant indicator of modernity, mainly the role
 
of women in society and the perception of society as to the proper role of
 
Based on these studies, KED! will prepare pilot educational ma­women. 

terials designed to change sex-biased attitudes.
 
Completed during late 1976 and early 1977 was a major survey of the
 
role of women in various occupations in Korea, the mode of distribution of
 
family income, of educational opportunity, and the degree of involvement
 
of the two sexes in education, religion, politics, labor unions, clubs,
 
and other conmunity institutions. Furthermore, Koreans' perception of
 
sex-related role behavior was studied (personality traits, occupational
 
perception, and ability attitude) and their attitudes were related to
 
modernity of the total and sub-populations studied in the survey (as mea­
sured by a modernity scale based on studies of modernity in the scholarly
 
literature).
 
The study found that Koreans tend to be home bound, regardless of
 
sex, and the degree of involvement in various kinds of organizations is
 
low. Men tend, however, to be more active inpolitical and labor union
 
tend to be more active in religious and educational
activities while women 
institutions. 
Both men and women have sex-biased attitudes in Korea. One's level 
of education, occupation, and degree of industrialization of the community 
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affects the degree of bias. Some rural and urban differences were
 
significant, Differing dimensions of modernity were strong in each
 
area, with high liberal attitudes in urban areas and high sharing among
 
men and women of decisioi authority in rural areas.
 
KEDI is currently completing a small scale pre- and post-test of
 
10 lesson units for middle schools, combining the content of industrial
 
arts and home economics programs. The new units are designed to change
 
sex-biased attitudes by teaching both boys and girls the basics of both
 
home economics and industrial arts. Preliminary reactions to the units
 
by both parents and teachers is good. The new units are tentatively
 
titled: "Learning the Basics in Life."
 
KEDI has tackled an important area with a sophisticated study design 
based on theoretical models of modernity. The problem is,of course, that 
modernity quite properly can mean different things in different cultures. 
To the extent that KEDI can contribute to scholarly and popular understand­
ing of various interpretations of modernity this project will have 
sign ifi cance 
The study report described above, however, is far too complex to be of
 
interest to any but the most dedicated scholar. It includes over 300 tables
 
and numerous mathematical analyses of very minor points. It is suggested
 
that next steps of this study concentrate on those aspects of sex-biases
 
and of women's education where some concrete action miqht be indicated 
within educal.ional programs- of the future. The pilot curriculum materials 
now being cested are a step in the right direction. 
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Population and Environment Education
 
United Nations Fund for Population Activities support for KEDI's
 
population education work is phasing out and the Korean government is
 
beginning to pick up the costs of diffusion of the curriculum materials
 
developed by KEDI (see previous interim reports). Late in 1977, seven
 
volumes of resource materials for population education will be completed
 
by KEDI, summnarizing much of the material previously issued in various
 
reports. These volumes will include the following:
 
1. Total program design and summary
 
2. Population analysis approaches
 
3. Population increase and social development
 
4. Population change and economic development
 
5. Population growth and management of the environment
 
6. Reproduction and population
 
7. Family life and maternal and child care 
In addition, KEDI will distribute a set of fifty slides and two 
populaticn education filrs developed during the project, develop a ncw 
teachers' guide for population education in high schools, do research 
on training materials for middle schocl teacher trininj. nd prepare 
a report of the first three year,; of the project durin(i .hich LINFPA 
tunds werQ used. 
Durin j th, su:o::r of 1177, thi, !.Iini'try of Fducit-icn tr, ined 7,000 
high school ti.achter,, in the u, of YLE)En'itridL.. Colleges of education 
in eleven universities participated in this effcrt. 
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Beginning in 1978 and succeeding years, training efforts will be 
extended to middle school teachers and to primary school teachers. In 
addition, more concrete curriculum materials will be developed for 
high school, middle school, and elementary school, emphasizing not only 
population education concerns, but environmental concerns as ,.,ell. All 
of the basic research concerning the content of population education has 
been completed, and conceptual work is now underiay to define the content 
of the environmental education components. By 1982, it is assumed that 
complete sets of curriculum materials in population education and in 
environmental education will be available for use in primary schools 
through the high schools, and the first round of in-service training at 
all levels will have been corpleted. 
First steps to identify concepts of environmental education were
 
taken by a KEDI convened seminar ina June, 1977. Some 30 top specialists
 
in Korea plus numerous observers explored various approaches to environ­
ment education, including social/psychological, physiologicai, and eco­
logical. It is anticipated that the KEDI apprcach will be eclectic,
 
borrowing from these various approaches. 
The qradual shift in resoarch emphas is from populaticn education to 
environmental education illu.trates the KEDI noverent from projects to 
programs. Once the bti,tic work has been( done on poptulation education, and 
the research work was well on it, way to being translated into concrete 
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curriculum and teacher training activities, KEDI shifted its attention
 
to a related problem, that of environment. Where population and environ­
mental concerns overlap, they will be treated concurrently in the new
 
curricular ateri,, s to be developed. 
Community Education
 
Early studies of KEDI related to community (Saemaul) education have
 
beer, completed (see interim reports of previous years) and there is cur­
rently little follow-up by KEDI on these studies. The unofficial National
 
Asso:iation for School and Community continues to support school efforts
 
in ccctnunity education, but local members of the association have difficulty
 
inmotl-ting people to participate in activities. As shown in KEDI's
 
-ecent study of sex-biases, Koreans tend to be home-bound and are not highly
 
motivated to participate in community activities. 
Vrious local units of the National Association for School and Community 
sponsor activities for women (flower arranging, singing, etc.) and a number
 
of local units sponsor evening classes in various skills such as typing and
 
welding.
 
The idea suggested in earlier reports that KEDI undertake a stuJy of 
the various adult and community education organizations in the country, looking
 
toward a plan of Integrated action, has not been taken up. Perhaps such a
 
study is not feasible or needed at this time.
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C. External Relationships
 
KEDI's external relationships continue to be healthy. Among
 
significant recent activities in cooperation with other organizations
 
have been the following:
 
1. Asian Program for Educational Innovation and Development
 
(Bangkok). KEDI has prepared seven case studies for APEID dealing with
 
industrial arts in Korea; the learning skills development project for
 
disadvantaged middle school students; the mastery learning project in
 
Korea; the development of the Air and Correspondence High School; the
 
Elementary-Middle school project; the vocational training project in
 
Korea; Saemaul education in Korea. A number of teams from other coun­
tries have visited KEDI under APEID auspices and KEDI will host, in
 
September, 1977, a preparatory meeting for the forthcoming UNESCO
 
regional meeting of Ministers of Education. KEDI will send a represen­
tative of APEID's forthcoming Advanced Level Workshop in Education for
 
Rural Development (Iran, August, 1977). InAugust, 1976, KEDI hosted an
 
APEID regional meeting on curriculum development, with high level officials
 
in attendance from Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippine and Thailand.
 
2. UNICEF. UNICEF's current five-year program for Korea anticipates
 
the commitment of about 2.7 million dollars in areas related to health,
 
welfare, nutrition, day care, and similar concerns.
 
Two education related projects recently approved involve experimen­
tation in pre-primary education (Korean Institute for Research in the
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Behavioral Sciences) and a plan for the development of decentralized
 
educational resource centers (KEDI and the National Institute of
 
Education).
 
The latter project will involve the improvement of the educational
 
materials and audio visual centers attached to the various local boards
 
of education. KEDI hopes to be able to use these centers for dissemina­
tion of new curriculum materials and for the in-service training of
 
teachers. The National Institute of Education appears to want to use
 
the centers as repositories of equipment in the traditional audio visual
 
mode. Discussions are continuing between KEDI and the NIE as to how the
 
project will be implemented.
 
A proposal by KEDI for possible UNICEF support of a project to
 
improve the educational planning departments of provincial offices of
 
education was not approved by the Ministry of Education.
 
3. Center for Production and Training for Adult Education and
 
Television (CEPTA/TV Singapore). The cooperative relationship between
 
KEDI and this organization, described in previous interim reports, is
 
continuing. KEDI trainees continue to visit Singapore, and CEPTA/TV is
 
currently assisting KEDI in the production of a film on urban/rural re­
lationships in Korea.
 
4. German Fcndation. Professor Groothof, an educational sociolo­
gist of the University of Cologne, responsible for the reorganization of
 
adult education in Germany, will visit KEDI in late 1977 for three weeks.
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He will study the Saemaul movement, community education, and KEDI's
 
vocational education projects, offer a series of leutures, visit various 
projects, and will write a book on Korea's educational development ef­
forts, based on inforiacion gathered during his visit. 
Good communication also exists with UNESCO National Commission in
 
Korea, and with various United Nations Organizations, both within Korea
 
and internationally. Various bilateral assistance groups, including the
 
British Council, collaborate with KEDI on occasion. And the stream of
 
visitors from many countries and institutions continues to grow year by
 
year.
 
D. Publications and Information Control
 
As the KEDI program becomes more complex, the publications and dis­
semination problems also increase. Beginning in late 1977, KEDI publica­
tions will be supervised by an editorial committee which will approve
 
all new titles. All manuscripts will be reviewed and approved by this
 
committee before publication.
 
Also, a system of ofFset re!prints has been established to permit
 
quick and economical reproduction of reprints of publications rep-jested
 
by teachers and academics in Korea. Although editions of many publica-. 
tions continue to be small because of limited financial resources, the
 
ability to do reprints on demand provides a needed additional dissemina­
tion vehicle.
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KEDI is also cooperating with the Korean Science and Technology 
Information Center (KORSTIC) in exploring ways of establishing informa­
tion collection, storage, control, and dissemination in education and 
the social sciences. KORSTIC has developed a computer-based information 
storage and retrieval system in the science and technology area, and KEDI 
would like to extend that system to the education area. As a first step 
in cooperation, KORSTIC and KEDI have recently jointly published the first
 
issue of a guide to the contents of current journals ineducation, science,
 
and sociology. This guide lists little more than the table of contents of
 
journals (mainly foreign) available in Korea, but it is a good first step
 
towards a system of information storage and dissemination.
 
E. Conclusions
 
One can only conclude that KEDI is maturing in its role as an educational
 
policy and planning institution. The long-term significance of this role for
 
Korean education is ce .­ainly equal to the significance of the curriculum
 
research, development, and delivery work of the Institute. Infact, many of
 
the more critical arejs of curriculum reform will increas'ngly depend on re­
sults of the policy studies for their conceptual framework (i.e., value edu­
cation, population and environment education, vocational and technical educa­
tion, sex role biases, etc.).
 
The various projects in the planning and policy area are showing signs
 
of developing into continuing programs. This trenu would be accel2rated if
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there were more substantial resources, both financial and human,
 
allocated to KEDI initiated policy and planning studies. Of the
 
momnnft, KEDI initiated studies are under funded and under staffed.
 
Studies requested by outside agencies often (although not always)
 
bring funds with them and tend to be better staffed.
 
There must be an attempt on KEDI's part to establish a good,
 
continuing program of policy and planning studies, with continuing
 
data collection and analysis activities that will form a kind of
 
cumulative wisdom, useful in dealing with new policy questions as
 
they arise. Inessence, KEDI must keep ahead of the next crisis,
 
rather than reacting to each crisis as it comes along. Urgently
 
needed is a good educational research information, storage, and re­
trieval system. First steps with KOTSTIC may develop into such a
 
system.
 
KEDI appears to be collaborating well with universities and re­
search institutions elsewhere in Korea. Personnel of these institu­
tions are invited to participate in KEDI projects, and to some extent
 
KEDI contracts out portions of its work. Certainly, KEDI should have
 
a continuing core program of in-house research, but it should 11qn see
 
as one of its goals the encouragement of other research institutions
 
in Korea, both from the point of view of using available human and
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institutional resources, and from the political view of establishing
 
KEDI as an institution which does not attempt to co-opt all research
 
funds in Korea.
 
So far, KEDI seems to have established a nice balance between
 
basic and applied research. Researchers, even doing basic studies,
 
appear to keep the "so what" in mind. Many projects include a product 
component: in essence, a pilot set of teaching materials, a teacher's
 
manual, a series of teacher-training workshops, or what have you. Where
 
needed, a basic research study isdone to form the intellectual base and
 
conceptual framework for a project (i.e., the studies on principles of
 
attitude and value change).
 
The KEDI publications program is impressive. Additional funds are
 
needed for larger editions of many studies, but the new reprint service
 
ishelpful inmeeting requests for out-of-print publications. The new
 
Editorial Committee which must review and approve all publications is a
 
step in the right direction. This will assist in maintaining quality
 
control and will be helpful in developing a coherent publications plan.
 
External relationships are healthy. KEDI is becoming well known
 
internationally, and this contributes to KEDI's sophistication since
 
KEDI staff keep well informed of international developments relevant to
 
its work. 
In essence, KEDI's policy and planning research is asking the right
 
questions and collecting the right information so as to assist authorities
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in educational decision-making. It is also acting as mediator between
 
the government and the aspirations of parents and the various Korean
 
communities. To the extent that it can keep ahead of the various crises
 
in educational development in Korea, possibly to the point where many of
 
these crises can be averted, KEDI will establish itself as an irreplaceable
 
educational policy and planning agency.
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VII. A PLAN FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT BY KEDI
 
A. Introduction
 
scheme for viewing,
 
This section represents an attempt to create 
a 

which are charged with bringing about change 
in
 
over titce, org&nizations 
societal establishments. Specifically, using 
the Korean Educational
 
a plan

case in point, 	this discussion proposes
Development Institute as 

corporate and programmatic behaviors for understanding and explaining the 
of a research and development operation in
the education sector.
 
have been and are being created. the world, R and D centersThroughout 
In general, such centers attempt new applications 
of theory to educational
 
to gather existing evidence;Their real reason for being isproblems. 

to cause the larger
 
invent new mechanisms, procedures, and materials; 
and 

In order
 
system to adopt those inventions and to diffuse 
them rapidly. 

as applied research.
 
to best serve, 	they may do basic research as 
well 

cause change comes from the pursuasive quality 
of their
 
Their power to 

inventions and 	syntheses, the capacity and 
receptivity of the larger
 
system for utilizing inventions and syntheses, 
and the general economic
 
capacity required for diffusicn.
 
R and D functions first achieved sophisticated 
levels in industry
 
were put to tasks associated with new product 
and process
 
as scientistu 

invention proved practicable and market research
 If an
development. 

power, in itself,involved had the 
suggested future profits, the company 
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to cause the changes called for to occur and to produce the changed or
 
new item. The general public has no input to such a process, and cannot
 
alter the product once it comes into the purchaser's hands. Similarly,
 
the workers who manipulate materials, using predetermined process stan­
dards and behaviors, cannot materially influence the nature of the 
outcome.
 
R and D operations ineducation, as separate organizational entities,
 
received special attention in the '60s. Although educational research was
 
an old and more or less honored tradition, there was a growing impatience
 
regarding the impact of research on practice. Too, research was tradition­
ally limited to learning research with psychology as the basic discipline.
 
In the U.S. the impatience was parallel in time to a growing involvement
 
of the Federal Government ineducation. Those two factors resulted in action
 
on the assumption that well-funded autonomous R and D operations would in­
volve more basic disciplines ineducational research, by-pass schools of edu­
cation, and provide the synthesis needed to cause spe:ific innovation in
 
educational practice. Thus a series of R and D centers was created, each 
with a different emphasis, througheut the country. They were, and are, 
attempts at intervention in the general system of education. They have no 
to assure that their inventions are
power -- certainly no authority --
utilized in schools. Nor do tile political units at state and local levels
 
have sufficient authority to do so. Therefore, the R and 0 outcomes are
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difficult to legislate into practice. Even more critical, in terms of
 
relative position to industry, are the following: (1)the general 
public has a long-standing set of assumptions and opinions about educa­
tion and its importance in the change process, (2) the practitioners in
 
education, unlike the workers in industry, are potent interpreters of
 
new products and processes at impicment~tion levels and (3) the direct
 
consumers of education, the students, can absorb and manipulate the
 
substance of innovation and change in an infinite variety of ways and
 
to widely varying degrees. 
In recent years many countries have created R and D centers in an
 
effort to s;peed up change in education toward greater access to the
 
system, irproved materials and delivery systems, and greater efficiency.
 
Again one finds disaffection with existing professional training insti­
tutions and with those bureaucracies responsible for education and the
 
assumption that R and D units will cause change. Such centers tend to be 
less autonomous than U.S. counterparts and more tied into the system's 
political authority structure. Therefore, it is theoretically possible, 
given an effective R and D outcome, for the centrdl government to decree 
the diffusion of the product or process throughout the system in a short 
time. Even in such centralized systems, however, the public still has 
certain expectations, the practioners still can interpret the change 
differently than intended, and the direct consume.r !,ay or may not utilize 
the results.
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Such centers, particularly inemerging nation-, are in Interesting
 
positions. They, themselves, are interventions into traditional systems.
 
They may be offensive to universities, they may shock public understanding
 
of how education looks and behaves, and they may threaten the careers of
 
vast numbers of practitioners.
 
The R and D operation in a centralized system, then, must behave 
within a cciiplex structure of authority, power, and expectations. The 
-iticai cotity (the government) represents the authority to effect 
. e, the practitioners hold the power to render change ineffective, 
and the expectatiu,,s of the society range from the traditional to the 
utilitarian.
 
KEDI , to be an effective instrutm;ent in the irprovement of the 
educational system, wust ultimately influence all three. Its efforts 
at self-assessment may need to emphasize the process of influence even 
more than the results of specific program endeavors. The attempt here 
is to create a professional-political schere for self-assessment -- a way 
to systematically view the corporate behaviors of KEDI. 
B. An Approach to Development of a Self-Assessment 
System for KEDI (Criteria of Success) 
The literature on educational idministratioo and evaluation produces 
many models which contain the elemrents which beust included in the develop­
ment of criteria of success. In rw,neral , administrative rndel, place the 
organization within a societal context and survival and legitimacy are
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assumed within that context. The emphasis isupon the s;kills
 
administrators develop and bring to bear upon the classic identi­
fication of processes associated with administration -- planning,
 
decision-making, conmuricating, organizing, and the like. Evalua­
tion models, except for the normative and conventional wisdom efforts
 
associated with accreditation and bureaucratic approvals, come from
 
efforts to assess individual programs. Although the models can be
 
used at institutional levels, they become somewhat bulky when applied
 
to complex, multi-program situations. Efforts at development of a
 
body of theory around institution building concepts have also been
 
useful, particularly in accepting the value of understanding philo­
sophical and political forces and their impact upon organizations.
 
All of these contribute to this attempt and elements of each are 
found in the conceptualization in this paper. In the interests of 
serving KEDI, howe-ver, an effort is made to relate relevant theoretical 
and empirical work to a developmental and ninagerial situation unique
 
to KEDI.
 
Because the attempt here is to find a systematic approach to
 
organlzatlcnal self-assess Ment, the criteria are related to those 
levels within the orpIonization at which information is utilized for 
decision ,ind control rjrposo, above rjcqratm levels. The raticnale 
fcr that 1limitatlon may be seen in the following stattment of 
asufmptions. 
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1. Organizations (institutions) exist in education to allow and
 
encourage optimum order and effectiveness in the delivery of services 
within a general philosophical and goal f.amework.
 
2. Any organization, then, will be accountable for delivery of
 
those services for which it accepts responsibility within its existing
 
and evolving mission.
 
3. Administrative management structures and people exist in order 
to assure. (a) the si,-vival of the urganization so that service delivery 
is possible, (b) professional legitimacy so that the services delivered 
are valuable, (c) the presence, development, and appropriate allocation 
of all resources required for delivery of services. 
Given those assurptions, a system for KEDI self-assessirent as an 
operational organizational actor on the Korean educational scene, should 
assure attention tc the following categories of evidence: 
1. Legitimacy Crite ria 
2. Managetment Criteria 
3. Planning Process Criteria
 
4. Product and Services Outcomes
 
These categories will form the gerin .1 headings of the Criteria of Success 
plan. Each of the ctitecorles should be viewed in two ways: (1) in rela­
tionship to its environrpnt, and (2) as a complex operating entity. 
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KEDI 	as Institution in Korean Society
 
Because KEDI exists to respond to and cause change in education, 
assessment criteria must include items about how it relates to its
 
environment. Relevant data about that environment might be categorized
 
as 	follows:
 
1. 	Political
 
a. 	General national political climate;
 
b. 	Institutional interface with political units and agencies
 
in government;
 
c. 	Institutional irterface with other educational institutions
 
and groups.
 
2. 	Social
 
a. 	Educational expectations of general society;
 
b. 	Social priorities of the people;
 
c. Diversity of ethnic, linguistic, geographic, and
 
economic origins.
 
3. 	Economic
 
a. 	Gross measures of economic wealth and growth;
 
b. 	Economic commitment to education sector;
 
c. Economic development directions 
Within its political-social-economic environment, KEDI must exist and 
have purpose. How its leaders select and interpret environmental data 
and how they behave in response to it will , to a large extent, deter­
mine the effectiveness with which KEDI serves. 
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To this point we have a fairly standard schematic for the
 
relationship of an institution to its environment.
 
Figure 1
 
Environmental Context
 
Political K 
Social
 
Economic KEDI
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Thus, an institution must not only operate within a "normal"
 
environment, itmust also be able to anticipate, adjust to (or combat),
 
and perform legitimate roles when rapid change occurs. To the schematic
 
in Figure 1, then, we add an external event filter.
 
Figure 2
 
Environmental Context
 
Political
 
Social_____>.
 
Economic->L/ / KEDI 
Events 
Often an event causes dislocations in a system for very short
 
periods of time and effects can be isolated and treated. Other events
 
may be symtomatic of larger problem/opportunity trends. And still
 
other events may signal permanent changes in basic data flows. If the
 
effect of an event can be observed cver a long period of time it becomes
 
a normal data input and must be used to understand the system's
 
environment.
 
External events may affect aggregate environmental data which
 
impact upon the the institution. Examples could be: severe economic
 
recession/upturn; change ingovrnment policy for socio-economic
 
development; war or threat of war.
 
Or the event may not disturb normal flows of aggregate data but
 
appear in the form of pressure to include/exclude new persons, programs
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or processes in the institution. Examples include: ad hoc requests
 
from MOE to assume tasks; AID's support of specific programs; confusion
 
over territorial rights with other institutions. The latter kinds of
 
events do not directly affect KEDI's mission as might those which change
 
aggregate data. They tend, instead, to affect institutional internal
 
behaviors.
 
To this point, emphasis has been upon KEDI's relationship to its
 
external environment. Now, it is necessary to turn to the need to
 
assess how it operates internally.
 
KEDI as Complex Entity
 
Although KEDI, like most R and D institutions, operates in a climate
 
of high uncertainty and is influenced by its external environment, itmust
 
also assess itself as an organizational entity. KEDI shares with other
 
educational institutions the feature of having a high percentage of pro­
fessionals among its personnel. That characteristic suggests that a strong
 
internal culture may provide stimuli for organizational change and may
 
shape the manner in which activities are defined and carried out.
 
Although we have referred to "corporate" or "institutional" behavior,
 
we realize that only persons observe, analyze, and act upon environmental
 
data within the institution. And it is persons who determine the internal
 
character of an institution. We do know, however, that the peculiar situa­
tion of a given institution is a strong determinant inthe behavior of
 
persons working in that institution. Ultimately, it is the amalgam of
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person behaviors which are recognizable as a corporate stance. Therefore,
 
both the over-all scheme of self-assessment and the resultant criteria must
 
focus upon what persons accept and respond to from environmental data, how
 
resources are marshalled and deployed, how processes are determined and
 
applied, and how products and services relate to institutional mission.
 
Examination of the institution includes attention to internal policy,
 
organizational structures which show formal flows of authority and informa­
tion, personnel function and organization, and administrative processes.
 
Among these, an emphasis has been given to the internal planning process.
 
This has been done because planning can include all other critical pro­
cesses and provides a suitable sequential framework for assessment.
 
Further, in-depth self assessment must go beyond the formalized
 
schemes of form and function and include informal relationships which affect 
communication channels, influence and power, and sources of motivation, dis­
satisfaction and contentment.
 
KEDI's leaders, by virtue of the unique place KEDI holds within the
 
total educational system, are in constant contact with their external en­
vironment. Thiey must issure a balance between response to that environment
 
and to internal requirements for stability and professional satisfaction.
 
The scheme for self-assessment permits one to systematically study t~e 
mutual impact of the environment-institution dynamic and/or to study the 
institution as functioning organism. Ultimatety, of course, it isnot 
possible to separate the two. But, for the purposes of data collection, it 
is essential to ask discreet questions within the Criteria of Success categories. 
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Figure 3, then, combines the concerns about the normal environment,
 
external events, and the internal behaviors of the institution.
 
Figure 3
 
ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTION 
Pol i ti cal - )KEDI 
Legitimacy Criteria 
Social 
Economic---) 
) Management Criteria 
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EXTERNAL 
EVENT
 
C. The Criteria of Success Instrument
 
The instrument, a draft of which is presented here, is presented for
 
review and refinement by the membership of the Korean-American study team, 
its advisory board, and by KEDI staff. It is hoped that, in final form, 
the instrument will have the following characteristics:
 
1. It should present an opportunity for op-n-ended comment by 
individuals for response from a variety of perspectives as well as serve 
both internal and external study groups. 
2. It should serve as a check-list of things to attend to on the 
part of KEDI leaders. 
3. Data collected in its applicatlun should be for internal review 
and interpretation by a wide representation among personnel. 
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One will note that the instrument does not elatorate Product ad
 
Services Outcomes Criteria. It is assumed that data collected under
 
Planning Process Criteria will lead to practices in program evaluation
 
to be applied to each program activity. Therefore, the programs will
 
receive separate and specific attention as they develop, are implemented,
 
and culminate in products and services.
 
It should not be assumed that the lack of attention to programs
 
suggests their relative unimportance. Early in this paper the prime
 
reasons for approaching the Criteria of Success development were stated.
 
The opening statements of assumptions make clear that It is products
 
and services that provide KEDI with a reason for being and that weigh
 
heavily in determining appropriate management and process behaviors.
 
Therefore, all data collected around the criteria which have been
 
elaborated must be judged on the basis of the programs undertaken
 
within the KEDI missicn.
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CATEGORY I: Legitimacy Criteria
 
Institutional survival and success depend in part on the
 
legitimacy given the institution by its environment. KEDI is
 
directly dependent on the government for its legal standing, on
 
sponsors for its fiscal resources, and on a broad professional
 
community for the support of its research and the implementation
 
of its results.
 
1. INSTITUTIONAL SURVIVAL
 
1.1 	 LEGAL. STATUS
 
Is tho existing legal status considered an adequate guarantee
 
for the near future?
 
1.2 	 BUDGET
 
To what extent has there developed a stable, long term means
 
for provision ,)f ess,.ntial fiscal resources?
 
2. 	INSTITUTIONAL MISSION
 
2.1 	 GOALS AND DOCTRINEb 
To what extent are KEDI's goals and doctrines understood and 
accepted by the organization and its environment? Do various groups
 
in the environn-nt perceive KEDI mission differently?
 
2.2 	 ROLES ANiD PULES 
To what extent ,}r- the values and nonus institutionalized in 
the fornal role structure and in the rules and regulations? 
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3. 	GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION AND STATUS
 
3.1 	 ACCEPTANCE OF KEDI MISSION
 
Has there been a periodic reaffirmation of the KEDI mission
 
by government officials? What persisting strains or disagreements
 
are there between the MOE and KEDI?
 
3.2 	 INVOLVEMENT INNATIONAL PLANNING
 
Has there been a continuing role for KEDI in the construction
 
and revision of national education plans?
 
3.3 	 INVOLVEMENT INNATIONAL POLICY MAKING
 
To what extent have KEDI staff participated in national policy
 
making bodies or groups?
 
3.4 	 INVOLVEMENT WITH PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS
 
What kind and frequency of requests for KEDI assistance have
 
come from provincial officials?
 
3.5 	 OTHER INTERACTIONS WITH GOVERNMENT
 
What is the kind and frequency of other formal and informal
 
communication and involvement with the government? Are there
 
requests for assistance from non-education offices?
 
4. 	RECOGNITION [Y MEDIA
 
To what extent is there coverage of KEDI activities by the mass
 
media? What is the nature of that coverage?
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5. 	PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION AND STATUS
 
5.1 	INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH PROFESSIONAL AND ACADEMIC ORGANIZATIONS
 
To what extent do professional and academic organizations request
 
KEDI services? What kinds of services are requested/offered? Are
 
there perceived conflicts between certain organized professional
 
groups and KEDI?
 
5.2 	 INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
 
To what extent do teacher education institutions seek KEDI assistance?
 
Inwhat areas do the requests come? Inwhat areas do universities view
 
KEDI activities as complimentary? As conflicting?
 
5.3 	 CONTRIBUTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
 
How frequently do professional journals and other publications
 
request contributions from KEDI? From what publications do most requests
 
come?
 
5.4 	 INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS
 
To what extent is there two-way communication with teacher organi­
zatiors? What are perceived as the areas of support? Of conflict?
 
5.5 	 INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
 
How frequently do other research organizations and research and
 
development institutes seek KEDI service? What is the nature of such
 
reruests?
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5.6 INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH SCHOOLS
 
How familiar are the teachers and administrators of the
 
elementary and middle schools with KEDI activities? To what
 
extent do they wish to utilize KEDI products?
 
5.7 INTERNATIONA' INVOLVEMENTS 
What kind and frequency of requests come from international
 
organizations? What is the frequency of visitation by foreign 
educators and government officials?
 
6. INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY
 
6.1 CHOICE OF R AND D PROBLEMS
 
To what extent can (and does) KEDI choose its areas of research
 
and development? To what extent does KEDI engage inbasic research?
 
Do the governmental and professional communities view basic research
 
as a legitimate function of KEDI? To what extent does KEDI have
 
autonory In the recruitment of its personnel? To what extent is KEDI 
free to select sponsors?
 
CATEGORY II: Management Criteria
 
The efficiency of an organization isgenerally assumed to relate to the
 
management of its resources. The pressure of completion deadlines, the 
competing demands on tir;:e of indivlduals and the poss ible tensions bet.een 
bureaucratic ind profeL,-onal styles combine to make te internal management 
of KEDI sensitive and demanding. 
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14~ ' 1. FISCAL RESOURCES 

1.2FISACIRESOURCESIE
 
Thus far, what have been the results of long-term financing
 
strategies?
 
1.3 	 PROPOSAL FUNDING 
How successful has KEDI been in having Rand 0proposals
 
funded?
 
1.*4 BUDGETING AND CENTRAL PROCESSES 
On what basis are fiscal resources allocated for organizational 
tasks? Can internal approval for expending funds be quickly obtained? 
2. PHYSICAL RESOURCES 
2.1 	 SPACE 
Is space adequate for the current mission? How is space allocated? 
2.2 	 EQUIPMENT 
Is there sufficient edenistrative and research equipment? On 
what basis Isequipment allocated? IsIt necespa -to use equipment 
of other organizations? Issuch reliance cost effective? 
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3. HUMAN
RESOURCES
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3.5 	 SATISFACTION 
Do KEDI personnel exhibit pride in their work and in KEDI?
 
Does the behavior of personnel reflect an identification with the
 
institution? How ismorale assessed?
 
3.6 	 REDUCTION AND TRANSFER
 
Has there been a need to reduce or transfer personnel? Have
 
there been excessive voluntary resignations?
 
3.7 	 UTILIZATION 
Are sone researchers overused and others underused? How is 
an equitable distribution of work achieved? How extensively are 
outside professionals used? Are fees sufficient to attract high 
quality outsiders? Is there an attempt to utilize outside pro­
fessionals from a large number of institutions? How are the 
roles of the outside professionals defined? 
4. COMUNICAT ION 
4.1 	 VERTICAL 
Are there vertical channels for communication in both directions? 
Are these channels recognized? Do personnol know to whom they report? 
4.2 	 HORIZONTAL 
Are there hori:ontal channels for ccmnrunicatlon? Is horizontal 
communication encoijraioed? Does the physical location of personnel 
faci l itate ccrirunic,-tion? 
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4.3 	 FEEDBACK
 
Are there identifiable channels for feedback of information
 
on organizational performance? Does distortion occur?
 
4.4 	 DISPERSEMENT
 
Is significant information pertaining to KEDI dispersed
 
throughout the institution?
 
5. DECISION MAKING
 
5.1 	 DISTRIBUTION OF' POWER
 
What is the degree of centralization of power? What is the
 
level of participation in institutional decision making? What
 
informal power and influence networks exist?
 
5.2 	 AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY
 
Are the authority and responsibility associated with each
 
organizational position understood? Is the process by which
 
major decisions are made clearly identified? What are the
 
distinctions in responsibilities between the President (and
 
Vice President), department heads, and OPC?
 
5.3 	 RESPONSIVENESS
 
Can the decision making process respond quickly to internal
 
and environmental problems or demands?
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CATEGORY III: Planning Criteria
 
Although planning may be considered as a function of management,
 
the planning process in this outline is separated out to emphasize its
 
significance. KEDI needs an ability to adapt to changing supports and
 
demands from its environment. Anticipating the future thus becomes a
 
major organizational concern.
 
1. DESIGN FOR PLANNING
 
1.1 RESPONSIBILITY
 
Is the planning responsibility identifiable? Are the lines of
 
planning responsibility between OPC and the departments clear? At
 
what levels is there analysis of future demai and future capability?
 
Are alternative futures considered?
 
1.2 STATUS
 
Does the leadership of KEDI support the concept and practice
 
of planning?
 
1.3 RESOURCES
 
Are resources in terms of time, technology, and staff available
 
to develop and evaluate plans?
 
2. OBJECTIVES
 
2.1 MISSION STATEMENT
 
Does KEDI have a clear ccmprehensive Mission Statement? Is there
 
evidence of mission support by the leadership and among the departments?
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2.2 	 REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
 
Is there an established process for reviewing and revising
 
the institutional and departmental mission statements? Who is
 
involved in such review?
 
3. PROGRAM-MISSION CONSISTENCY
 
3.1 	 MISSION-NATIONAL POLICY
 
Is there congruence between the KEDI mission and the national
 
educational plan? Between KEDI mission and MOE bureau plans?
 
3.2 	 MISSION-PROGRAMS
 
Is there congruence between programs and projects accepted and
 
KEDI mission? Isthere congruence between the programs and polices
 
initiated and KEDI mission?
 
4. GENERATING AND UTILIZING TECHNICAL INFORMATION
 
4.1 	 PLANNING TECHNOLOGY
 
In attempting to describe the future, are modern planning
 
technologies employed? Cost effectiveness? Simulation? Future
 
analyses? Need assessment? PERT? Linear programming? Delphi
 
techniques? Which technicques are employed in program planning?
 
Which 	evaluation technologies are used?
 
4.2 	 DISSEMINATION AND UTILIZATION
 
Is there a clear responsibility for generating and disseminating
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planning information evidence that new technical information
 
about the future influences, the direction of programs and
 
projects?
 
5. IMPLEMENTATION
 
5.1 NEW PLANS AND POLICIES
 
How are new resources and demands translated into institutional
 
goals? How are goals translated into departmental programs and
 
projects? Where do the responsibilities lie for such implementatiot,?
 
CATEGORY IV: Center Products and Services Outcomes
 
In final analysis organizations and individuals with which KEDI
 
relate will all ask the question, "How effective is KEDI?" The criteria
 
employed in such judgment may well be different for the government, for
 
universities, and for teacher groups; indeed, such criteria may never be
 
made explicit. A crucial function of KEDI, then, is to demonstrate to
 
its various publics its level of performance and success in achieving
 
its mission.
 
1. OUTPUTS
 
1.1 PROGRAM AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
 
How complete is the design of the new instructional system?
 
What diagnostic tests have been produced? Curriculum materials?
 
Remedial materials? TV/radio programs? Test materials? Teacher
 
guide?
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1.2 	 PROGRAM DIFFUSION
 
How extensively have the new educational system and
 
materials been diffused?
 
1.3 	TECHNICAL PAPERS AND MONOGRAPHS
 
How many technical papers have KEDI staff published? How
 
many monographs?
 
2. 	DIRECT OUTCOMES
 
2.1 	 EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
 
What changes ineducational achievement can be attributed
 
to the introduction of KEDI programs?
 
2.2 	TEACHER COMPETENCE
 
As the result of participation in KEDI activities are teachers
 
viewed as being more competent? By students? By administrators?
 
By themselves?
 
2.3 	EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY
 
Has the KEDI instructional system reduced regional disparities
 
in educational achievement? How cost effective is this effort?
 
2.4 	 NATIONAL PLANS AND POLICIES 
Has 	KEDI',; technical input to national planning been reflected
 
in official plan docurventv? Has KEDI's technical advice been in­
corporated Into national policies?
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3. INDIRECT OUTCOMES
 
3.1 STUDENT, TEACHER, AND PARENT ATTITUDES
 
In addition to changes in student achievement, have there
 
been changes in attitudes attributable to KEDI programs? Level of
 
student interest in schooling? Teacher satisfaction? Level of
 
parental participation?
 
3.2 IMPROVED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
 
Have KEDI's efforts helped to promote a belief in the utility
 
of educational research and innovations among Korean teachers? Have
 
KEDI trained researchers who have left KEDI continued significant
 
research involvement? Have KEDI's efforts with demonstration and
 
cooperative schools stimulated research or development activities in
 
the research centers attached to provincial boards of education?
 
3.3 NEW COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL LINKAGES
 
Have KEDI's efforts promoted a belief in the need for closer
 
collaboraticn between research training and administration in educa­
tion? Has there been growth on the part of HOE officials in the
 
belief in the ,itility of a national research and development
 
institute?
 
3.4 NEW FUNCTIONS OF MOE
 
Are the functions of MOE changing as a result of KEDI? As MOE
 
gives its problems to KEDI, does it give up professional competencies?
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3.5 	 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL STATUS
 
Have KEDI's activities received favorable international
 
recognition? Have KEDI's efforts increased the international
 
perspectives of Korean educators?
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ANNEX A
 
-List of Publications
 
Research Report*
 
No. 35 The Korean People's Consciousness of National, 
Insoo Son and ChaeHyuk Joo, 1976 (500). 
No. 36 An Application of a New Education System (Report of 
the first comprehensive demonstration of the KEDI 
educational system), Jaeburn Kim, Sukwoo Chang, Jaemoon 
Park, Jonghee Ro, Soonjeong Kim, 1976 (1,000). 
No. 37 A Survey on the actual condition of the Air and Corres­
pondence High School, Kihyung Hong, Sungil Kim, Iljae 
Sung, Kwangpyo Lee, Jeongbok Lee, and Minshik Jeong, 
1976 (500). 
No. 38 Design on Resource Material Development for Population 
Education, Sooil Kim, et al., 1976 (2,000). 
No. 39 Population Analysis for Population Education, Sooil Kim, 
Kun Ja Shin, and Dougwoo Lee, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 40 Population Increase and Social Development, Sooil Kim, 
Kisook Yoo, and Yong-ui Song, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 41 Population Change and Economic Developr'ent, Sooil Kim, 
Wanyung Ryoo, and Raeyonq Park, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 42 Popul aticn Growth and Managefrent of Environrent, Sool 1 
Kim, Tonojin N,,a,and ',1a!,hun Lee, 1976 (L,000). 
*Figure Inparenthesis indicates number of copies published.
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No. 43 Family Life and Maternal/Child Health, Sooil Kim, and 
Park Hyejung, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 44 Reproduction in Human Population, Sooil Kim and Kim 
Chongsik, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 45 Findings on Demonstration of Population Education in 
Elementary and Secondary Schools, Sooil Kim, Hyejung 
Park, and Tongjin Na, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 46 Survey on Population Consciousness of Students' and 
Teachers' in Elementary and Secondary Schools, Seho 
Shin, Sooil Kim, and Kisook Yoo, 1976 (2,000). 
No. 47 Objective Elaboration of Population Education Instruc­
tion, Sooil Kim and Kunja Shin, 1977 (2,000). 
No. 48 A Study on the Students' Attitude Toward the National 
Referents, Daeshik Hong and Sungil Kim, 1976 (500). 
No. 49 The Principles of Attitude Change, Daeshik Hong, 1976 (300). 
No. 50 Preliminary Study on Curriculum for Teacher Education, 
Choonghoe Kim, Jaemoon Park, and Moonhyun Cho, 1976 (500). 
No. 51 Effect of ITV on Learning and Attitude, Kukbom Shin and 
Yoojai Song, 1976 (500). 
No. 52 Toward a New Educational System Development for the 
Middle School , Yoontai Kim, Hyungrip Kim, Anjn Yoo, 
Jaesul Kwon, Jonghoe Ro, Chunqhwa Suh, Sulmin Chang, 
Mooil Jeong, ind Wonjo Lee, 1976 (500). 
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No. 53 Opinion Survey on Field Implementation of the New 
Educational System, Yungkye Byungand Sungyun Jeon, 
1976 (50). 
No. 54 A Study on the Model Development of New Textbook, 
Scho Shin, Yoontai Kim, Myunbee Kim, Yongyi Song, 
Wonho Cho, KyungJa Han, and Kyisoo Yoo, 1976 (500). 
No. 55 A Study for Structuralization of Social Studies 
Curriculum inElementary and Middle School, Seku 
Jeong, Myunhee Han, Yongyi Song, and Kyungja Han, 
1977 (200). 
Periodicals
 
1. KEDI News, No. 20-25, 1976. 7 - 1977. 6. (5,500 per Vol.) 
2. Studies in Classroom Teaching, No. 13-17, 1976. 8--- 1977. 4. (15,500
 
per Vol.)
 
3. The Journal of Korean Education, No. 3-6, 1976. 6 - 1977. 4. (1,000 
per Vol.) 
4. Korean Educational Development, No. 3, 1977. 5. (1,000 per Vol.)
 
Research Data
 
No. 6 Educational Innovations in Korea, 1976.
 
No. 7 Educational Broadcasting -- An Annotated Bibliography,
 
1976.
 
No. B 	 Field Studiw, on I:rplertientation of the New Educational 
System, 1976 (1,000). 
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Books
 
1. 	Problems in Education for National Identity, 1976 (800).
 
2. 	Manual of Educational Objectives for Elementary School, 1977 (16,000).
 
Others
 
1. 	Teacher's Guide for ITV and IR,(for 2nd Demonstration), 1976.
 
2. 	Teacher's Guide for ITV and IR,(for 3rd Demonstration), 1977.
 
3. 	Teacher's Guide for the first small scale tryout of the Middle
 
School, 1976.
 
4. Learning Guide for the first small scale tryout of Middle School,
 
1976.
 
5. 	Teacher's Handbook for KEDI's New Educational System, 1976.
 
6. 	Teacher's Handbook for KEDI's Jew Educational System, 1977. 
7. The Prerequisite Capabilities of the 1st Grade Students of the 
Air and Correspondence High Schcol, Kihyung Hong, Sungil Kim, 
Jeongbok Lee, Boyung Jin, Kwangpyo Loe, 1976 (520). 
8. 	 Teacher's Handbook fcr School Radio Procdcasting (2nd Semester, 
1976, Elementary School), 1976 (8,000). 
9. 	Teacher's 1:andbcok for School Ridio Broadcasting (1st Semester, 
1977, Elementary School), 1977 (6,000). 
10. Handbook fo, In-;tructlonal Radio (2nd S~ea'.eter, 1976, Air and 
Corr(,,;pondenco Hifqh School), 1976 (22,000). 
11. Handbook for In-,tructional R',idio (1-.t %.erntter, 1977, Air and 
Correspondence High School), 1977 (32,000). 
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EMP
 
Instructional Material Development for 2nd Comprehensive
 
Demonstration (Second Semester 1976, 3-5 Grades)
 
Book Grade Set Circulation Unit Cost 
(set) 8 
Teacher's 3rd 8 Volume 1 set 532 2857.-­
84 
Guide 4th 9 Volume 1 set 559 2857.-­
84 
3rd 9 Volume 1 set 546 2857.--
Total 26 Volume 1,627 
Learning 3rd 4 Volumle I sot 32,093 400 
Guide 4th 4 Volure I set 33,039 400 
5th 4 VoluIe 1 set 32,163 400 
Total 12 Volume 97,295 
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Instructional Material Development for 3rd Comprehensive
 
Demonstration (first Semester 1977, 3-6 Grades)
 
Book Grade 
Teacher's 3rd 
Guide 4th 
5th 
6th 
Total 
Learning 3rd 
Guide 4th 
5th 
6th 
Total 
Set 

8 Volume 1 set 

9 Volume 1 set 

9 Volume 1 set 

9 Volume 1 set 

35 Volume 

4 Volure I set 
4 Volume I .et 
4 Volume 1 set 
4 Volume 1 set 
16 Volu"e.. 

Circulation 

(set)
 
796 

758 

780 

759 

3,093
 
46,785 

44,248 

44,899 

43,832 

179,764
 
Unit Cost
 
6
 
1804.- (revised)
 
6
 
1804.- (revised)
 
6
 
1804.- (revised)
 
44
 
3645.--(first printed)
 
84
 
379.--(revised)
 
94
 
379.--(revised)
 
94
 
319.--(revised)
 
28
 
490.--(first printed)
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Instructional Material Development for 3rd Comprehensive
 
Demonstration (Second Semester 1977, 3-6 Grades)
 
- In Print -
Book Grade Set Unit Cost 
6 
Teacher's 3rd 8 Volume 1 set 1804.- (revised) 
6 
Guide 4th 9 Volume 1 set 1804.- (revised) 
6 
5th 9 Volume 1 set 1804.- (revised)
44 
6th 9 Volume 1 set 3645.--(first printed) 
Total 35 Volume 
94 
Learning 3rd 4 Volune 1 set 379.--
94 
(revised) 
Guide 4th 4 Volume I Set 379.-- (revised)
94 
5th 4 Volutre 1 set 379.-- (revi sed) 
28 
6th .* Volur-e 1 set 490.-- (first printed) 
TotAl 16Vol ue
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Population Education Materials 
A. 	 A Study on the Curriculum and Instructional Materials for Population 
Education; Findings out of the Ist Experimental Tryout 
1. 	Elementary and Middle Schools (Nov. 1975)
 
2. 	High School (Dec. 1975)
 
B. Teacher's Guide and Student's Workbooks for Population Education
 
(Dec. 1975)
 
1. 	Elementary School 
a. 	Fourth grade
 
i. 	Social Studies
 
ii. Arithmetic
 
iii. Vocational education
 
b. 	Fifth grade
 
i. 	Korean History
 
ii. Social Studies
 
iii. Arithmetic 
iv. Vocational education
 
c. 	Sixth grade
 
i. 	Korean History 
ii. Social Studies
 
iii. Arithmetic
 
iv. Natural Science
 
v. 	Physical Education
 
vi. Vocational Education
 
2. 	Middle School
 
a. 	First grade
 
i. 	Social Studies (Geography)

ii. Mathematics 
iii. Physical Education 
iv. Home Economics 
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b. Second grade
 
i. Korean History
 
ii. Social Studies (World History)
 
iii. Science
 
iv. Mathematics
 
v. Home Economics
 
c. Third grade
 
i. Korean History
 
ii. Social Studies (Civics)
 
iii. Mathematics
 
iv. Science
 
v. Physical Education
 
vi. Home Economics
 
3. High School (Non-Grade but Subject Matter)
 
a. Korean History
 
b. Social Studies
 
i. World History
 
ii. Politics and Economics 
iii. Society and Culture
 
iv. Korean Geography
 
v. Human Geography 
c. Mathematics
 
d. Biology
 
e. Physical Education
 
f. Home Economics
 
C. Exemplary Learning Units for Population Education (May 1976)
 
D. Resource Material Development for Population Education (Sep. 1976) 
1. Design on Resource Material for Population Education
 
2. Population Analysi,; for Populaticn Education 
3. Population Increase and Social Development 
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4. Population Change and Economic Growth
 
5. Population Growth and Management of Environment
 
6. Family Life and Maternal Child Health
 
7. Reproduction inHuman Population
 
E. Findings on Demonstration of Population Education in Elementary
 
and Secondary Schools (Dec. 1976)
 
F. A Survey on Population Consciousness of Students' and Teachers'
 
in Elementary and Secondary Schools (Dec. 1976)
 
G. Objective Elaboration of Population Education in Elementary
 
and Secondary Schools (Jan. 1977)
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ANNEX B
 
List 	of all Meetings 
1. KEDI has been carrying out a study which aims at framing policy
 
prescription against the difficult issue of the "repeater". A
 
public hearing was held on July 24, 1976 to collect opinions of
 
scholars, educators, journalists, parents and students on the
 
policy draft. These data will be further refined on the basis
 
of the expressed opinions of the different groups before it is
 
finally adopted as a policy measure. 
2. 	International Conference on Curriculum Development was held at
 
the KEDI Conference room in August 2-9, i976, with a view to
 
exploring a curriculum model which provides a dynamic force for
 
national development. The conference was participated in by the
 
representatives of Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, and Sri Lanka.
 
3. A conference for the diffusion of educational innovation was held
 
under the auspices of KEDI on October 5-6, 1976. It brought to­
gether the administrators of provincial boards of education in
 
charge of elementary education and the principals of pilot schools
 
across the nation. The issues discussed at the conference centered
 
around the elermntary-mlddle school development project (E-M Project)
 
and diffusion strategies of the innovative program.
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4. 	Seminar on the Men and Women's Role Perceptions of Korean People
 
was held under the auspices of KEDI on October 20-21, 1976. It
 
was intended to throw light on the causes and practice of the
 
prevailing prejudices with regard to the sexual roles and explore
 
the ways to remedy them.
 
5. 	Symposium, co-sponsored by KEDI and the National Economic Association,
 
was held under the auspices of KEDI and National Economic Association
 
for nine days beginning on November 2, 1976. It provided a forum for
 
an exchange of views among scholars, journalists, and businessmen with
 
regard to the issues related to education policies.
 
6. 	The National Professors' Evaluation Team headed by Dr. Bom Mo Chung
 
conducted analysis of the KEDI's activities in educational innovation
 
for a week beginning on November 22, 1976.
 
7. 	A workshop on school management planning was held on January 24-25,
 
1977. it brought together 40 research teachers of pilot and cooperating
 
schools and supervisors to discuss matters pertaining to management
 
planning at the school level.
 
8. 	Seminar on Diffusion of Educational Innovation and Teacher Training
 
Participants: 	 D2ans of 13 Junior Teachers Colleges,
 
Chief of Superindentent at MOE, Section Chief of
 
Teaching Affairs at MO, Section Chief of Teaching
 
Affairs at KFLA, Researchers at KEDI.
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Date : -- June il,1977 
Place : KEDI Conference Room 
Objectives : 1) To report outcomes and current status of E-M Project 
2) To explore the possibility of cooperation of pre­
and in-service teacher training institutions for 
diffusing educational innovation. 
Suggestions made by participants to KEDI and MOE:
 
1) The term of current junior teacher's college be prolonged to
 
improve the quality of elementary school teacher and also the 
curriculum be revised.
 
2) Study for the division of junior teacher's college system and
 
its curriculum be assigned to KEDI, and revision be made on the
 
result of the study.
 
3) In order to secure elementary school teachers of ability and
 
optimize the ratio of male and female teachers, incentives for
 
teacher's college be emphasized systematically.
 
4) 	In order to meet rapid changing society of future, maximize the 
efficiency of education, and emphasize individual differences of 
student and higher mental process, eler,.,ntary teacher training 
programs be reformed. Since the New Educational System of KEDI 
is efficient for innovating current system, its diffusion at 
nationwide level be recotniiended, and the new system be reflected 
in teacher' , college curriculum. 
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5) In order to expand in-service training opportunity and participate
 
ineducational reform programs actively, teacher's college professors
 
should spend a certain period of time at KEDI for research training.
 
6) KEDI ought to use attached elementary schools of teachers colleges
 
as demonstration or cooperative schools.
 
7) In order to make the compulsory education substantial, decreasing
 
number of class students and increasing equipment and materials should
 
be achieved.
 
8) MOE ought to make a great effort to reflect the comments from seminar
 
and research related to teacher training in its policy decision.
 
9) Seminar for Exploring the Innovative Approach of the Korean Middle
 
Schools Industrial Arts Education
 
Time: May 20-21, 1977
 
Number of Participants : 59 persons 
Specialists of the Industrial Arts Education
 
(Engineers) 9 persons
 
* Specialists of Vocational Education 5 persons
 
• Professors of Home Economics 5 persons 
* Specialists of Education 5 persons 
* Curriculum Specialists of Industrial Arts Education 5 persons 
. Teacher of Industrial Arts Education 7 persons 
* Laymen 8 persons 
. KEDI members 15 persons
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Topics: 
I. Exploring the new orientation of the industrial arts curriculum
 
a) Defining the nature of the industrial arts education
 
b) Describing the general objectives of the industrial arts
 
education
 
c) Providing the criteria for selecting content
 
d) Providing the principles for organizing content
 
2. Exploring the effective learning and teaching processes of the
 
industrial arts education
 
a) Providing the learning and teaching model of the industria
 
arts education
 
b) Planning the development of the learning and teaching materials
 
c) Expioring the evaluational techniques of the industrial arts
 
education
 
3. 	 Exploring the effective supporting systems of the industrial arts 
education 
a) Exploring the effective methods of teacher education 
b) 	Providing the tools and facilities
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Seminar on Environmental Education
 
The seminar was held to establish the directions of environmental
 
education appropriate to the Korean environmental situation. Specialists
 
of all the fields related to environmental problems as well as curriculum
 
specialists took part in the seminar on June 22. Main contents discussed
 
in the seminar were as follows:
 
1. Principle-, and Structure of Environment
 
2. Environment and Human Living
 
3. Development and Conservation of Environment
 
4. How to Implement Environmental Education.
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